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Employers Us G-Men In Conventi n Plot
ANCIENT TRICK
"FANTASTIC" IS
COAST UNIONS START
"A Dictaphone In Every Room; OF TERRORISM
REPLY
BROPH
Y
IMMEDIATE BALLOT ON
TO "KIDNAPING" With A Thief On Every Floor" IS TRIED AGAIN
JOINING LEWIS GROUP
it Nothing Too Good For Bridges! I
Portland Meeting Unanimously Adopts Resolution C all i n g for Vote At Once;
Delay Ended As Workers Demand and
Get Action; No Dissenting Vote Cast
Against Move to Conduct Referendum
SAN FRANCISCO, June 16.—The machinery for taking a coastwise referendum on the question of affiliation
With the CIO started moving this week.
The Maritime Federation convention unanimously recommended Monday that each Federation union take an
immediate referendum.
Twenty-six thousand ballots were distribut
to all ILA locals after the district executive ed Monday
board of the
union voted—in advance of the Federation decision—to
take the referendum.

Lundeberg's Charges Answered By Direction
Of CIO

Brophy Quiz
Printed in Full
In This Issue
Qu es tions asked of John
Brophy, C.1.0. director, at the
Federation convention and his
answers are printed in full on
the inside pages of the VOICE.
Brophy, answering the questions of the delegates, explains
most of the doubts still existing
as to the wisdom of C.I.O. affiliation.

The Marine Firemen decided
last-t-week to take the action, and are
already voting. The Marine Cooks
and Stewards are to act on the

U. S. Immigration Men Take
Delegate In Custody for
"Questioning"

It.46...&416.416.411.A..41.46,

NO PROMISES

WIRE ROOSEVELT

"CIO No Child," Declares
Big Official of New
Outfit

Wires Tapped, Dictaphones
Put In Hotel Rooms In
"Free America"

SAN FRANCISCO, June
16.—Branding charges made
by Harry Lundeberg of t:.e
Sailors' Union of the Pacific
that Harry Bridges, ILA district president, was trying to
kidnap maritime unions into
the CIO as "Fantastic," John
Brophy, national director of
the CIO, paused briefly in
San Francisco last week.

PORTLAND, June 17.
Failing in their attempts to
frame Harry Bridges, president of the I.L.A. Pacific
Coast district, employers yesterday called in the United
States Department of Immigration office at Portland to
do their dirty work for them.
Henry Schrimpf, delegate
to the convention from ILA
Local 38-79, San Francisca,
was taken to the U. S. Immigration office by inspectors
and subjected to questioning.,
He flatly refused to answer
questions and stood on his
constitutional rights. Derimpf declined to answer
manding an attorney, Schqueries put by the government men.

Mr. Brophy made it plain that
unions approaching the C.I.O. with
dogmatic programs which the C.
I.O.
was expected to accept were
recommendation Thursday night.
taking the wrong approach.
MATES TO ACT
He asked about charges made by
The Masters, Mates and Pilots
Will act on the matter as soon
the
Sailors head that the C.I.O.
as
was being "kidnaped" by Bridges
Possible and will take the referendum if the membership wants
or that Bridges was attempting to
to do
kidnap the Maritime Federation
SO, Captain 0. E. Rolstad,
secreSAN PEDRO, June 16.—District Council No. 4 of the into the C.I.O.
tarY-treasurer of Local . No. 90, Federation
DELEGATES INTIMIDATED
adopted a resolution at a special meeting MonCALLS IT "FANTAST
said.
Tuesday night, delegates were
day threatening to boycott all San Pedro merchants unless "Fantastic" he declared.IC"
"Such
The Sailors' Union of the Pacific
Harry Bridges, president of the Pacific Coast District of the I.L.A. arid Charles Krolek of the A.R.T.A., disturbed in their rooms by men
unnecessary and brutal arrests of union men is stopped.
charges are utterly fantastic and examining the hole where a microphone was placed to pick up conversation in Bridges' room in the Multhas already completed its referend(Continued on Page 8)
Ever since Norman W. Gregg, without foundation.
um, but voted at headquarters MonThe C.I.O. is nomElb Hotel at Portland, Oregon. In addition, Bridges lost valuable papers when sneak thieves prowled
ongshorema
n,
murdered
was
three
day night to hold up announcem
not a child. It is headed by respon- his room
ent
weeks ago by a policeman, the sible
of the result.
leaders who know what they
Some officials blame vigilante groups for the wire-tapping and burglary. Others had still other ideas—
cops have thrown into jail every are doing
and where they are all of them interesting.
Just what the Marine Engineers'
maritime worker they could find going."
Beneficial Association will do is
on the streets. More than 80 arAsked if any commitments had
yet to be decided. The
national
rests were made last week-end been made
to West Coast unions,
executive board is under instrucalone.
seafaring or otherwise to induce
tions to discuss affiliation with
Most of those arrested have been them to join the C.I.O., Brophy deJohn L. Lewis, C.I.O. head, and is
severely beaten. One member of clared that he knew of none.
expected to see Lewis some time
-Regognize Union As Body the Sailors' Union got blood poisonthis month.
"The C.I.O. is not bargaining
Jurisdictional Dispute Is
ing as the result of police bru- for unions to affiliate with us," deFor All Employes
The American Radio TelegraphTemporarily Halted In
tality.
ists' Association is already in
clared the slight built, gray haired
In Firm
the
Seattle
The police have been ordered by leader of the greatest organizing
C.I.0„ so will not participate in the
_—
SAN
industrialis
FRANCISC
ts
"tame
O,
to
June
16.—
these water- force that the labor movement has
referendum. When the Inland BoatSEATTLE, June 16.—The juris.
Negotiations between the American front radicals."
men will start voting
ever known.
ConventionDemandsAnother
dictional dispute between the I.L.A.
will probably
Radio Telegraphists' Association
Union labor tied up the entire
be
and the Teamsters over Inland
determined within a few days
RECORD IS KNOWN
Hearing for Framed
and the Postal Telegraph Company port the day after Gregg's murder.
by the coast executive board,
warehousemen came to a sudden
Workers
which
"Our record is known. Our acwill start shortly, Rudy Asplin, District Council officials declared
is already on record
end this week with the signing of
When is privacy not privacy?
in favor of afcomplishme
nts
are
open
an
book.
ARTA organizer, announced today. that all union headquarters will be
filiation.
This is the question Harry Bridges, Pacific Coast Pres. an agreement between officials of
PORTLAND, June 16.—The MariPostal recognized the union last removed to Wilmington unless the We have nothing to conceal and no
COMMITTEE OF WHOLE
of the ILA is asking today in Portland, Oregon, where he is the two unions.
tricks
time
Federation
up
our.
convention
sleeves.
Unions
passed
that
ITDon convening at noon Monday, week as collective bargaining agent police thuggery stops.
Dave Beck, Teamster interns"
cannot agree with the policies of a. resolution last week demanding attending the annual West Coast Maritime Federation
for all employes in San Francisco.
June 14, the convention
Convention.
tional organizer, signed the agreeresolved
a
the
new
American
and
Federation
fair
trial
Labor
of
for
Earl
King,
Nearly every employe of the comitself in the committee
Privacy is not privacy when your room is rifled and ment for his union, Harry Bridges
of the
and who see in us the motivating Ernest G. Ramsay and Frank J.
Whole to take under consideration pany in Northern California is a
Conner, victims of thQ. Oakland important papers taken, Bridges declared to a roomful of and Matt Meehan for the 1.1.4,46.
power
progressive
of
a
great
movemember of the union.
the resolutions
cameramen, reporters and an ILA committee; neither is The agreement provides that:
submitted dealing
ment are certainly welcome- But "ship murder" frameup.
Meanwhile, the District Court of
with the C.I.O.
it privacy when a dictograph is installed in the next room 1. Industries closed down b*
we
are
bargaining
not
and
we
do
A
copy
of
the
resolution was sent
After considerable discussion it Appeals took under submission
through the wall to catch all conversations cause of the dispute, including fivii
not
intend to."
to the First District Court of Ap- and holes bored
SAN FRANCISCO, June 16,—
Was plainly evident that the dele- Monday the petition of the National
concerns in Seattle, shall re-open
Bridges continue
movement
e.
Thd
s,
and
peal
in
San
Francisco,
where an
•
committee and newspaper- immediately.
standing that the big majority of Labor Relations Board for a re- Warehousemen and Plumbers
appeal of the infamous convictions
men were called to witness the
gates were united on the under- hearing in the ARTA-Mackay Radio reached a tentative agreement yes2. All men involved shall retain
is pending.
case. A decision will probably be terday to settle the
the membership
dictograph in action. By getting their present union affiliation—
jurisdictional
affiliated to the
The resolution recognized that
announced next Monday.
dispute in strike-bound plumbing
down on your knees and peering shall, in other words, remain in tlio
(Continued on Page 11)
King, Ramsay and Conner were
The District Court ruled three supply houses, where warehousethrough the half-inch hole bored Warehousemen's Union.
convicted as the result of "an unmonths ago, by a vote of 2 to 1, men were organized and then
about two inches above the base3. Final decision on the dispute
PORTLAND, June 16,—The Mari- holy alliance between the shipownthat Mackay did not have to put claimed by the Plumbers.
-board you could hear the machine shall be made by the 1937 conventime Federation convention passed ers and District
Attorney Earl Warback to work five ARTA members
recording and see the grill work of tion of the American Federation of
Warehousemen will return to a
resolution this week demanding ren, of Alameda County,
The following proposition are
Calif.,
discharged for union activity. 'This work under the plumbers' wage
the microphone.
Labor, both sides agreeing to
immediate freedom for Ray Becker, mouthpiece for the banker-cont
rol- now being voted upon:
decision called the Wagner-Connery scale pending final settlement by
KROLICK IDENTIFIES IT
abide by the convention ruling.
union organizer, Who was framed led, reactionary
you
in
Are
favor
1.
of
C.I.O.
afCalifornia RepubliAct is unconstitutional.
the A. F. of L. convention in Den- in
Charlie Krolick, a radio techniFIVE PLANTS REOPEN
Washington many years ago be- can machine, who banded together filiation?
cian and member of the American
The five Seattle plants re-opened
But when the U. S. Supreme ver this fall.
cause
of
you
in
Are
favor
his
2.
militant
of
actions.
calling
a Radio Telegraphis
WASHINGTON, D. C., June 16.
to conceal truth and defeat justice."
ts Association, Monday. They had been closed
Court ruled the Wagner Act conWarehousemen refused to submit
----"Judas Joe"
national unity convention in conRyan is apparently
attested before the committee and since January because Teamsters
stitutional, the Labor Board filed the question to Joe Ryan for settrying to
junction
4
.
with
other
Pacific
Coast
climb on the C.I.O. hand.
persons present that he could picketed them.
the petition for a re-hearing. It is tlement, as the Labor Council exWagon
unions and the National Maritime
identify
the apparatus, that is from
The dispute started when the A.
considered
evutive
likely that the District
committee had recommendHe "conferred" with John L.
Union for the purpose of establishthe sound and what he could dis- F. of L. executive council arbitrarCourt
will
view
ed,
in
grant
of
the
petition
and
Ryan's
well-known
Lelpvia, C.T.O. head, Monday, coming a national democratically continguish through the hole as one of ily "gave" inland Warehousemen
order the five men re-instated in antagonism toward the West Coast
ing out of the conference
trolled seamen's organization? . .
with an
the latest and most modern devices to the Teamsters, despite the fact
their jobs.
I.L.A.
announcement
„It is necessary that a wide exto reporters that
put on the market by the Edison that the I.L,A. had organized them,
"I'll decide later what my
pression of the membership be
attitude
Company. The Multnomah boasts that they properly belong with
Will be toward
WAGES INCREASED
given to these important questions
I.L.A. affiliation
of being Portland's best hotel—per- longshoremen, and that they want
SAN FRANCISCO, June 16.—Announcement of
With the C.I.O."
therefore it is the duty of every
NEW YORK (FP)--Ten thouhaps it is.
the
Sailors' Union CIO-ISU ballot results was held up
to remain in the I.L.A.
"I'm interested in
brother to ballot. Come to headgetting the
sand garage employes in ManhatHowever that depends a great
when
headquar
the
ters
meeting
The settlement is expected to
voted
best possible deal
Monday
night
quarters
immediatel
y and vote on deal on
I can for longto await further conference with John L. Lewis, CIO
tan and the Bronx get wage inhow you approach the ques- quell the battles that have been
shoremen,"
these issues.
he told reporters.
CHICAGO, June 16.—Otis Jones, creases
tion. The I.L.A. will remember it taking place in Oakland, where rehead.
up to $4 a week under an
Lewis declined to comment, say- member
Fraternally yours,
of the National Maritime
as the Hotel where guests receive actionary Teamster officials orfig Only
Harry
Lundeber
g,
Sailors'
secretary, said the memthat he plans to discuss a Union, died June 8 to become the award handed down by Mayor F.
BALLOTING COMMITTEE, the maximum service, a dictaphone dered
their members to cross
coniprehensiv
bership must be "assured of protection" before CIO
e campaign for or- eighth victim of Chicago's Memo- H. LaGuardia's city industrial reM. F. 0. W. & W., S. F. In every room and sneak thieves Warehousen
ien's picket lines, 'an
affiliatio
n
is
considere
d.
He said certain promises
ganization in the maritime indus- rial Day massacre
A. T: YATES,
of men on the lations board. Minimum wages for
supplied without request.
order that led to the yanking of a
try.
made by Lewis have not yet been fulfilled.
A. BERNAL,
steel strike picket line.
The I.L.A. committee called for Teamster charter because the unwashers are set at $26 a week.
PETER BATTINICH.
(Continued on Page 11)
ion men voted to respect the lines,

POLICE TERROR WAVE
STARTED IN SAN PEDRO
AS COPS "GET EVEN"

POSTAL MEETS
ARTA TO START
NEGOTIATIONS

ILA-TEAMSTER
I.L.A. Leader Reads "Letters from Moscow" ROW ENDED AS
TRIAL
FOR
NEW
Into Concealed Microphone;"Red Harry
Has Time of His Life Kidding Listeners In PACT IS SIGNED
OAKLAND SHIP Next
Room; Police Refuse to Prosecute;
Multno
Hotel M ana g er Nearly
VICTIMS ASKED Throwsmah
a Fit When Guest Complains of
Papers Stolen, Holes Bored In Wall and
Microphone Concealed Beside Telephone

Plumbers-I.L.A.
Squabble Ended

Demand Becker
Be Given Liberty

Judas Joe Ryan
Wants to Board
CIO Bandwagon.

SAILORS VOTE SECRECY ON
BALLOT TO JOIN THE C. I. 0.

Seaman Victim
In Steel Strike

ATTENTION!
M.F.O.W.
MEMBERS

VOICE of the FEDERATION
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Hon

Brophy Answers C.
DIRECTOR OF LEWIS GROUP
FACES BOMBARDMENT OF
CONVENTION DELEGATES

lam of unionization. They are concerned with legislation primarily
insofar as it affects their wage relationship with employers. The C.
I. 0. is concerned primarily with
the problem of organizing the workers generally and so the C. I. 0.
goes much further than the Railway Labor Executives' Association.

BROAD ADEQUATE PROGRAM
LIES AHEAD FOR ALL WHO
AFFILIATE WITH NEW OUTFIT

can only answer in the general
terms already given, and I think it
is safe to assume that a convention
representing

the

masses

of the

workers will adopt rules that will
advance their interests rather than
the interests of some individuals.

BROPHY BAFFLED AS SOME
DELEGATES INTRUDE IDEAS
OF EXPULSION, DISSENTION

Would you, as an
CRAFT, Q
KUCIN, Q.: That is the point. might be obtained with an affilia- elections for office shall be con• the procedure of this body. That
•
individual, favor that procedure?
The C. I. 0. at this time is only
ducted.
is, the executive council of the Insuch
organization
the
Q.:
labor
a
Concerning
BRIDGES,
with
tion
When
will
the
Q.:
C.
QUINN,
constitution?
BROPHY, A.: I am in favor of
interested in organizing the workA. F. of L., has it been defintely land Boatmen's Union passed a
I. 0. have a constitution in writ- ers?
• the fullest application of democratas you describe against perhaps the •
A.: The answer to that is this,
motion to ask the National Mariby the C. I. 0. that there
decided
ten form?
BROPHY, A.: The C. I. 0. is in- restrictions of the present set-up
NATIONAL IDENTITY
ic
procedure.
time
Union to call a national conthat the C. 1. 0. is a committee
is no chance of conciliation with
BROPHY, A.: In the form terested primarily in organizing
FRENCH, Q.: I would like to
of the A. F. of L., the present orvention for the purpose of uniting
the
of
F.
A.
L.?
with declared aims and purposes that probably you have in mind
•
ask Brother Brophy in behalf of •
workers in order that their barganization.
BROPHY, A.: It has been defi- the East and West coasts and all
it will be when there is a con- gaining power should be
and functions from time to time in
the Marine Engineers Beneficial
strengthELECTION QUESTION
decided that there is no marine and seafaring personnel,
nitely
you
I
As
told
vention
held.
have
obis
BROPHY, A.: I think that
ened and the general condition of
Association, as licensed engiaccordance with the declared aims
BRIDGES, Q.: First, while the
chance for an accord. There is and at that time to take up the
before, we have a constitution in labor bettered. Now, following this,
neers, whether or not if we would
vious,
subject Is hot on the election of
and purposes. In that sense we do
no chance for an agreement be- question of affiliation on a national
the sense, a living, vital consti- when a convention is held the purgo into the C. I. 0. we would
officers, as I take it, the way the
operate under what might be termtween them, and as for the rea- basis. In the meantime, for us to
tution in the sense that we have pose of the C. I. 0. can and may
lose our identity as a national
question was asked was this:
ed a constitution, but if you mean
SCHRIMPF, Q.: What is the per
son, it is that there is a funda- go ahead on the West Coast and
declared a program that we have be broadened in conformity with
organization?
Does this committee of the C.
in a detailed, conventional way,
mental difference over policy submit the cause of the C. I. 0.
built up on rules from meeting the wishes of that group when they capita tax paid per member into
BROPHY, A.: To answer that
I. 0. favor the referendum of ofwell, we have no constitution in
and program and consequently affiliation. Do you think that is a
to meeting.
of organizations af0.
I.
C.
the
come together.
question I have already stated a
ficers to be elected to the C. I.
that sense.
there is no chance under the con- correct procedure?
0
•
filiated with the C. I. 0., and does
cerrecognize
Q.:
also
I
the
Would
be
KUCIN,
it
polprinciple.
0. committee? and the answer
QUINN, Q.: Would district unions
operatBROPHY, A.: I think it is corditions prevailing today of any
the
of
any
bear
0.
I.
C.
the
MR. HARRINGTON
icy of the C. I. 0. to issue a chartain complications and, to start
was I favor that as far as prachave complete autonomy?
rect to work for the widest and
unity or agreement.
respective orthe
of
expenses
ing
HARRINGTON, Q.: What would ter to a local group if a national
out with, it may not be possible
tical. Now, I want to add this
• most practical national industrial
•
with the C.
BROPHY.: All international ungroup turned its back on the C. ganizations affiliated
to get a complete unification of
the question. Brother Brophy,
to
a
Lewis-is
this
of
policy
the
the
0.
union set-up in any industry. I think
I.
ions affiliated with the C.
0.
I.
fact
a
also
it
Is
Q.:
BRIDGES,
I. O.?
all the workers employed in seain your opinion when the conthat
is wise in principle. I think,
have complete autonomy. If it was scheme of Roosevelt's to place all
that the C. I. 0. at present is enI3ROPHY, A.: That would be the
faring work in one union. For
BROPHY, A.: Up to date the fivention comes along for the C.
furthermore, in the event that isn't
within the scope of the .district or- the workers in a vertical union so
as
and
a
program,
in
gaged
general
instance, at the present time we
policy, of course. The policy is to nancing of the C. I. 0. has been
I. 0. would this be the proceganizations to operate that would he can dominate them in case of build
far as the program such as the possible, then do the next best
national unions into the C. from the voluntary contributions of
have one national union of
dure: National industrial unions
be determined.
constitution, election of officers, thing possible of being done. In
war? During the automobile strike I. 0. Now, whether a national the national unions who compose
licensed workers, my terminolchartered by the C. I. 0. would
voting, and so on, that will have other words, get the largest meaQUINN, Q. Would the C. I. 0. the workers met Lewis and took union refused to affiliate itself with it. In other words, there is no fixed
ogy may be pretty had from the
have their own methods of electbe left open at present until the sure of unity that experience dicto
take in all the maritime unions
standpoint of the sea, but you
ing delegates to that C. I. 0.
the the C. I. 0. or the group from the financial requirement made upon
consider
to
bands
six
with
him
organization el work is complete tates in order to advance the genunder one charter or issue separate
unions. will understand me. For instance,
international
C. I. 0., as to what they would do affiliated
convention? Is that correct?
question of getting the workers out
and the C. I. 0. is definitely estab- eral program.
charters?
would be determined in that situa- Whatever their contributions are
the radio telegraphers are liBROPHY, A.: Absolutely corlished as a larger permanent body
BROPHY, A.: If the maritime of the plant. I belonged to an indus- tion by the C. I. 0. committee. That are of their own making at this
censed men, I assume.
rect. It couldn't be otherwise
• without pervading the autonomy than the A. F. of L.?
unions can compose their affairs trial union in 1916 and packed a is, whether or not there would be time. In other words, unions that •
GARNER, Q.: Who is the top
so as to come together it would bucket through the war for J. Pier- a local charter issued would be have much in the way of resources,
committee now?
of a national union.
FRENCH, Q.: Do you refer to
BETTER REPRESENTATION
be preferable, of course, to issue pont . Morgan, and I don't intend determined by what the facts of some of them have given much. the A. R. T. A.?
BRIDGES, Q.: Therefore, if
BROPHY, A.: The top commitBROPHY, A.: Yes, that is true.
that situation were. It would be Others have given less, and in some
a 'charter covering all the unions.
was
union
industrial
national
a
tee
is cereposed of the presidents
to carry a banner in the next war.
If you are going to get new eleBROPHY, A.: Yes. Well, they
a matter of policy to be determined cases others have given nothing
I might supplement that a little
of the various national unions at,
set up of longshoremen, engi•
result
a
as
come
ments they will
BROPHY, A.: I am not quite by the general committee.
bit further by saying I don't know
because they weren't in a position have been admitted as a union, and
filiated "11 the. C. 1. 0.
neers, mates, seamen, and so on,
of this expanding of the organizing
whether or not it is practical to clear whether that is a question. If
to do so. The time will come, of I assume unless you people can get they would have the right in
•
•
these
of
building
up
drive and the
•
get them all into one union at this the question is am I in favor of
course, when there will be a fixed
that something like that their organizations to elect their unions and thereby getting a more
KUCIN, Q.: I would like to tax. That is natural and there will together
GARNER, Q.: What actual
time. Undoubtedly it is preferable. war, well, the answer is no. If the
referendum
by
officials
national
may have to be done in the case
widespread and more extended repproof have you now to offer that
of J. frame it another way. For in- be some regular charges placed,
favor
in
I
am
question
is,
convention?
in
as
same
the
vote,
•
•
resentation on the part of the genalthough, as I say,
stance, if a nationally recognized
a convention will be called?
but up to the present time the that you cited,
QUINN, Q.: Will all matters Pierpont Morgan, the answer is no.
BROPHY, A.: Just as today
eral committee.
group
their
afturned
on
backs
if
way
other
the
interis
it
preferable
BROPHY, A:: Well, the proof
the
which
those
charges are
pertaining to the welfare of the lithe question is as to the conduct
the officers of the Miners' Union,
filiation with the C. I. 0., would national union imposes upon itself
possible. But if it is not possible
• of a public commitment made in
the officers of the International •
men now operating under the of the C. I. 0. in relation to the
the C. I. 0. issue a charter to a
all the various charters that are
in the form of contributions. The
Lady Garment Workers, the ofMaritime Federation set-up be organizing of the auto workers in
with in that fashion.
BRIDGES, Q.: In regard to
smaller and we will say not rec- Miners' Union, for instance, has it will be dealt
issued
and also an official comare
unions
other
the
of
ficers
determined by the whole group? the auto industry, as to whether
FRENCH, Q.: If the organization
the I. L. A. on the Pacific Coast
ognized group instead to combat given many hundreds of thousands
mitment that is in all the various
BROPHY, A.: That Is a mat- or not the workers were satisfied
elected by their membership and
of one big industrial
composed
was
explanalittle
a
give
to
want
I
that national group?
charters we have issued since
to furthering the work of the C.
ter for you to determine for that substantial gains and progrepresent them.
under the C. I. 0., isn't it a
tion. I know you know the setBROPHY, A.: I don't know. It I. 0. in these various organizing union
we have been set up.
yes,
is
I can't answer for ress were made, the answer
yourselves.
•
organization with the •
the
that
fact
raised
been
has
question
One
up.
would depend on the circum- drives. Other unions have given
•
41,
that
because
book
the
from
however,
speak
I
and
this,
say
do
I
you.
largest membership would control
BRIDGES, Q.: I have another
that affiliation of the I. L. A.
GARNER, Q.: What actual Proof
much, too, considering their num- that industry? That is, insofar as
I was there, participated in the ne- stances. All I know is that our
I do think that speed Is the es
go
might
Coast
Pacific
the
on
question. The question raised by
main Job Is to organize work- bers and their financial strength,
sence of the whole situation. gotiations, and I was there durworkers were concerned? Their vote
against the interests of the I. have you to offer that your word
ers
rather
than
to
Brother French, that if we built
disorganize
is
That
line.
the
down
here will be accepted by this said
and so on
That is, It Is important that we ing the struggle of the sitdown
controlled?
is
L. A. on the East Coast because
or confuse the situation. We are
national unions chartered by .the
committee?
the basis upon which it has been
act promptly with all of these strikes. I was in the plant and took
we know of the fight on the
BROPHY, A.: Well, I don't know
governed primarily by that prin- financed up to date.
C. I. 0. their identity would be rea great deal of part in that whole
problems and that is the only
BROPF1Y, A.: The proof we have
east coast. What would your adwhether I have got the point of
If
ciple.
there
spewere
some
tained, the point being that if the
objection I would make on that organizing ° campaign, and the neis this, that in obedience to an inL.
I.
the
to
time
this
at
be
vice
that
•
mean
you
if
but
question,
your
cial situation that required some •
engineers moved in they would
point. I do think that promptness gotiations that took place. The feet
vitation from the president of the
A.? Would our affiliation of the
modification that would have to
SCHRIMPF, Q.: On this same a majority rules, well; the answer move in as a national union and
get
we
auto
this,
,the
the.
that
that
is
of
matter
order
In
important
West Coast Maritime Union I have
Is
be
0.
I.
C.
the
with
coast
west
rule,
doesn't
majority
lithe
yes.
is
be determined by the general
question, if I understand you
retain their identity? They would
workers have won *a status as union
to the main task, which is oragainst the efforts of the east been assigned here as the accredI don't
committee of the C. I. 0. I am
rightly, the money then that is then the minority rules, and
not be all one big union of I. L. A.,
members, they have won rights they
ited representative of the C. I. 0.
ganizing.
coast?
parany
are
there
whether
know
not trying to evade your quesbeing received today by the C.
seamen, engineers and so forth?
• never possessed. The auto workers
and
I am explaining the program,
•
it
think
don't
I
BROPHY, A.:
ticular virtues in the minority as
I. 0. Is for no other purpose than
are more powerful because of their tion. It is very hypothetical. I
I have explained the program An
That would be corA.:
proBROPHY,
coast
east
the
hurt
would
' EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
rule.
majority
the
against
am just trying to state a prinmerely to build a treasury?
organization than they ever were
meet because apparently you haven't
gressive elements of the I. L. A. policies of the C. I. 0. to you, I
QUINN, Q.: How is the execuciple of general procedure and
BROPHY, A.: The money that •
I can give
• moved along the road to that and
answer
the
before,
and
the
by
if the west coast affiliated. The am meeting your questions in the
elected
committee
tive
from that try and deal with a
is being received today from
because of my contact not only with
fact
a
It
isn't
Q.:
FRENCH,
anyway.
practical
be
not
might
it
reverse would be true. I think it light of that program, and I am
rank and file or by appointment?
suppositious situation as best I
the various national unions afthe officers but the men on the
making the commitments in th
factor The point is this, in the case that
predominating
the
that
.
would aid all the progressive
can.
I3ROPHY, A.: The committee of job over weeks and weeks of time
filiated with us are all devoted
light
of those public obligations that
the largest organiza- you cite, they would come in natbe
would
into
came
forces if the I. L. A.
• to the work of pushing organizathe C. I. 0., as I indicated before, I spent in that area is that the •
accrue to any officer of any union.
Take, for urally as a national union rather
Industry?
that
In
tion
I.
C.
the
0.
Is. a voluntary body of national workers almost unanimously are
tion of the unorganized. Just so
O'GRADY SPEAKS
Instance, it might be the I. L. A.? than some local or fragmentary •
•
GARNER, Q.: What direct prounions. Their president up to date, appreciative to the full of the serfast as we get money in it is
O'GRADY, Q.: At the present
0 part of that service.
•
tections
have you provided now for
ask
to
like
would
I
Q.:
BROPHY,
on such other person as may do so, vice that the labor movement, op- time I take it that the C. I. 0.
used for the purpose it was conorganizations that are now connectyou are assumIf
A.:
BROPHY,
subresolution
the
on
advice
your
unthe
organizing
functions as the executive commit- erating through the C. I. 0., gave have not met any of these probfor,
tributed
•
•
ing that we will be governed by
mitted. This was for a referendum ed with the A. F. of L. or might be
mittee.
organized.
during the strike and negotiations. lems that are being presented to
case
that
In
Q.:
BRIDGES,
a
rather than by
sentiments
block
Should that be done as speed- connected and withdraw for C. I.
vote.
0
QUINN, Q.: In what way will the The benefits have been great, and you for solution or definition. Have •
0. activities?
then there might there could not be any domina- ily as possible?
purpose,
common
they dealt with any of the minor
C. 1. 0. benefit the Maritime Un- they are in favor of the C. I. 0.
CENTRAL LABOR BODIES
tion of one union by another
be some point to what you say, but
features of their organizing drive
BROPHY, A.: I do believe this
COMMON CAUSE
ions above what they have now.?
union?
SCHRIMPF, Q.: What steps have it doesn't work out. For instance,
BROPHY, A.: No, because is the course of wisdom. I have said
BROPHY, A.: The benefits that
SCHOMAKER, Q.: Does the eco- or is it mainly a drive to bring been taken by the C. I. 0. in the in the Mine Workers' organization
BROPHY, A.: The protection
that time is the essence of this that the unity brought about by
flow from complete and effective nomic and political organization of in the unorganized?
various cities and states in setting there are different kinds of activi- these national unions control
BROPHY, A.: The main task bewhole problem of organizing, and
select
policy,
fiscal
their
own
organization are obvious. It means the C. I. 0., are they opposed to
wthereby
bodies
labor
working for a common cause gives
up central
ties. That is, there is a man that
fore us has been the job of organconsolidate our forces is impor- is
to
their
elect
officers,
own
their
increased power through complete war?
the protection, and that is a
the respective organizations may works at the coal face, the miner
izing the unorganized. That is the
unionization to bargain more efown delegates, and are complete tant, and I think whatever you do Powerful influence in the way of
retain their .charter with the rest proper, and there are men in other
BROPHY, A.: Well, the C. I. 0.
masters of their own affairs, here should be done promptly and mutual support.
fectively with the employer. If I has not committed itself on the thing we have devoted ourselves of the local organized labor groups service activities, but they are all
only they are tied to the other as speedily as possible in order
understand the situation generally. subject of war. The C. I. 0. has to. Other things will follow in due and thus have the necessary sup- known as mine workers and have
national unions by a common that you can get into step and cowhat happens on one coast directly committed itself to dealing with a time.
port in the event of trouble with found a way whereby they can all
O'GRADY, Q.: Is it contemplated,
to advance the inter- operate and put your whole weight
program
or indirectly will affect workers in specific task, the task of organizENGSTROM, Q.: Are you familmuto
their employers?
work together in unity and
behind this movement to push the iar with the present set-up of the
labor.
of
ests
the maritime unions on the other ing the workers into strong indus- or has it been discussed at all, a
BROPHY, A.: In the last meet- tual advantage, and the issue of
• organizing forward.
•
coast, and vice versa, so that in the trial unions in the mass production specific time for a convention?
I. S. U. of A.?
of the C. I. 0. in view of the sectional and special influence no
ing
BROPHY, A.: No, a date has not
BROPHY, A.: I will admit I am
sense that you unify the maritime industries to strengthen the whole
BRIDGES, Q.: I have a question
OFFICERS
program had longer arises in any serious fashLICENSED
purging
a
that
fact
as familiar as you men. I ha
not
unions and complete the job of or- labor movement. The labor move- been set, but it has been agreed
all
that
correct
it
Is
finances.
on
been instituted by the A. F. of L. ion.
Q.: Did I understand just general information.
NORMAN,
ganization you benefit all the work- ment will declare itself in the prop- that there has got to be a conven0.
I.
C.
the
with
unions connected
in which local affiliates of the C.
tion called.
say that an organization of
ers in that calling or service.
ENGSTROM, Q.: This is a gulls
have asssessed for funds for the you to
er time and place on its attitude
unions were being suspended
0.
I.
NATIONAL OFFICERS
officers has already re- tion of a national charter. You realicensed
understood,
Q.:
O'GRADY,
is
It
drive, as in the case of the miners,
QUINN, Q,: What is the method not only on the subject of war,
central bodies and
from
expelled
or
I believe, that in the convention a
lize, I suppose, that the I. S. V. A.
CRAFT, Q.: I would like to ask who have contributed eleven thou- ceived a charter?
of voting in the central committee? but other subjects.
federations, we decided to
constitution to cover the conditions state
the
to
referred
I
is
BROPHY,
A.:
composed of district organiza
and
asked
been
sand dollars?
BROPHY, A.: The method of votissue charters to central labor coun- a question that has
•
0 will be adopted?
the dons. If one of those districts was
with
affiliation
In
A.
T.
R.
A.
imporvery
is
It
answered.
partly
ing in the central committee has
cils, state central councils, for the
BROPHY, A.: A number of the
I3ROPHY, A.: That is right.
to get a charter, does that mes
C. I. 0.
KUCIN, Q.: There is one anbeen this. There has been a vote
purpose of bringing together the tant the kind of national officers bigger unions have assessed themis
It
Q.:
O'GRADY,
intended,
the balance of the districts in
that
a
you
want
afswer
gave
in
don't
to
We
question
in.
a
now
get
are
will
They
we
Q.:
NORMAN,
by the ordinary rules of governvarious local unions of the C. I.
selves. The Mine Workers spent
whole
structure
the
that
presume,
S. U. A. would be require
I.
the
now.
have
you
we
stated that the C. I.
which
ment, that is, majority rule, but the
to try duplication of what
about a million dollars in this or- filiated?
and effort will be to advance and 0. in cities and in states
with this charter issued to
in
go
to
0.
I
the
a
a
believe
question
on
organized
is
This
voluntary
right,
is
BROPHY, A.: Yes, that
decisions on important questions
to meet the situation that you deganizing drive. Other unions have
labor
of
existing
order
the
improve
or could they get
organization,
the
ask
will
body. By that do you mean a
majority of the delegates
have been unanimous decisions.
scribe.
spent lesser amounts because they
NORMAN, Q.: Under that set-up
organizations?
charter?
national
own
their
it
future
the
want
loosely
I
organized
policy.
to
group
as
where
There has been no contention. They
have had less resources. A few have would the Marine Engineers and
SCHRIMPF, Q.: The third quesBROPHY, A.: Right.
the act of one is not binding on
again. If arid when a national conhave had a large program, a great
rebe
MEASURE OF UNITY
O'GRADY, Q.: There is no de- tion I am going to ask has been vention is held, are you able to say been unable to raise any consider- Masters, Mates and Pilots
another?
purpose, and a tremendous objectable amounts of money due to their quired to have a charter from the
partly answered. What is the posias
0,
I.
C,
sire
the
on
part
the
of
A.: I think the I. S. V.
BROPHY,
BROPHY, A.: I mean that the
at this time that the present C. I.
ive, and there has been a degree of
such to impose the C. I. 0. on any tion of the high officialdom of the 0. would favor at that time a na- economic situation and other limi- radio operators?
the largest measur
get
to
ought
A.
Into
come
the
I.
people
C.
of
0.
unanimity that is remarkable. That
tations, but they have all given of
C. I. 0. today in -the regard to the
A.: No.
BROPHY,
organization?
local
or
national
own ranks before
its
within
unity
of
their own volition. They impose
tional referendum vote on its nais the situation to date. It has been
their resources in the degree they
election of future officers of the C.
Correct.
A.:
BROPHY,
attenI
Q.:
NORMAN,
your
call
it asks for a charter. I think tha
upon themselves such obligational officers? I believe the rank
a smooth working, cooperative comhad at their command.
I. 0., from the bottom to the top?
of
course
Q.
O'GRADY,
the
In
that
fact
the
opthe
radio
to
tion
ought to do that in their own
they
tions as they wish to. Decisions
and file on this count wants to
mittee governed and influenced by
their activities it would appear that Do they favor or do they not favor know who our national officials
erators are not licensed officers.
We prefer it. That is, we
Interests.
COAST
THIS
have
ON
with
been
WORK
reached
practical
its large program, and we have
everything being elected by the
is
the
drive
a
that
now
situation
is
to come in as an asset t
you
want
disthese
BROPHY, A.: Some of
are going to be at the head of the
unanimity on major questions,
had unanimity rather than manBRIDGES, Q.: We will say in the
being made against the efforts of rank and file?
the general progressive labor movesituation
this
in
are
that
tinctions
Of
under
those
course,
0.?
I.
C.
conditions
euvering.
affiliation of the maritime unions
BROPHY, A.: That is difficult
than a liability. W
there is a binding obligation to the C. I. 0., and it is a fair assumre
BROPHY, A.: You can rest as- with the C. I. 0., there is still or- will have to be recognized and dealt ment rather
to
nafirst
protect
the
tion
that
to
turn,
because
answer
in
they,
have
no
to charter districts.
CONVENTION DATE
desire
with.
carry on the program adopted.
sured that a convention of the C. ganizational work to be done on the
the
with
might
tional
themselves-well,
affiliation
I
unions
in
perhaps
the largest !ilea
to
prefer
get
We
•
NORMAN, Q.: I have another
I. 0. will determine a body of rules Pacific Coast. Wouldn't the C. I. 0.
QUINN, Q.: When will the C. I. •
say advisedly take a position to C. I. 0. determine their own rules
sure
the progressive
all
of
of
unity
and a method of selection that is expect us to furnish the greater question. If a national organization
KUCIN, Q.: You mean if they
0. hold a convention?
and their own laws. That is the
protect themselves?
A.
U.
S.
I.
the
of
forces
make the decision unanimously? .
fully and completely democratic and part of any finances to carry on or composed of many subordinate asBROPHY, A.: I can't tell you as
BROPHY, A.: It is natural for method by which they elect their
the
•
at the same time practical.
BROPHY, A.: If there was hot
•
ganizing work on the Pacific Coast sociations did affiliate would
to when the C. 1. O. will hold a conorganizations to take the necessary own offic-e:s. In the United Mine
a unanimous agreement, there
CRAFT, Q.: You didn't answer Instead of to demand of the C. I. national organization retain its auENGSTROM, Q.: I realize
vention. I can tell you this, that it
steps to protect their integrity and Workers the referendum vote is
tonomy and identity and would the
he an acceptance of the
that, but would you Issue such
is the intention of the C. I. 0. to would
used in electing the officer. The that as clearly as I would like it. 0. finances for that work?
advance their interests.
subordinate associations retain augeneral program insofar as the
a national charter to one parhold a convention for the purpose
NO PERPETUATION
same is true, I assume, of most, if Does the present Committee for InBROPHY, A.: It is pretty evitonomy and make by-laws and
of regularizing and bringing to resolution or declaration committicular group?
O'GRADY, Q.: ls there any in- not all, of the unions affiliated with dustrial Organization, and I believe dent that the answer to that must
ted them to such a policy.
carry on elections?
BROPHY, A.: The answer, If
hear the combined experience and
tention on the part of the present the C. I. 0. It is possibly true that you are in a position to know, be this that if those who are in the
BROPHY, A.: I think I have anKUCIN, Q.: I take it you are fa- committee to perpetuate themselves in some instances, although I would they favor that method?
you were to ask me to make a
judgment and wisdom of all the
position to assess themselves to
swered that question in different
quick answer to that my judgvarious groups that will compose miliar with the Railway Labor Ex- in their position?
BROPHY. A.: You mean individ- conduct necessary organizing work
couldn't name them, the officers of
before. The answer is yes.
forms
ecutives'
the
Is
strucAssociation.
ment would be against it.
the C. I. 0. in adopting a policy
BROPHY, A.: Speaking for my- national unions may be elected in ual vote of respective members?
In their wn field and they get it
•
•
and program and constitution. I ture of the C. I. 0. intended to be self and for, I think I can, my union national convention of the respecCRAFT, Q.: I Mean the present' from the C. I. 0. they get it at the
Might add further that all of the along that line?
associates, the answer '
IA no. That tive national unions. Now, as to committeeINLAND BOATMEN
ENGSTROM, Q.: Now, of (tours
expense of other work in other diBROPHY, A.: No, the Railway is, we continue only at the will of the manner in which the officers,
charters, whether national or cenDENNETT, Q.: I should like to I realize the majority of these deleBROPHY, A.: I have not can- rections that need attention, so we
tral labor groups or to state federa- Labor
Executives'
Association our membership,
the future officers of the C. I. 0. vassed members of the committee expect every union to do its full ask the guest here as to whether gates, the reason they are, I woul,
tions, in the charters is a clause come together mainly for more limO'GRADY, Q.: It would appear, will be elected, that will be deter- as to the details of a proposed con- share financially and otherwise to it is hie opinion that a step which say, not in favor of the present setwhich provides for the calling of a ited purposes than the C. I. O. They then, that what is before this body mined by a convention when it is stitution or set of rules governing advance the full program of organ- the Inland Boatmen's Council took up of the A. F. of L. Is due to th,
are not concerned with the prob- is to compare the advantages that held, as to the manner in which the election of C. I. 0. officials. I ization.
convention.
(Continued on Next Page.)
Is a correct one in accordance with
QUINN, Q.: Has the C. I. 0. a •
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dustrial. So that long before De
unless a condition was created that
Leon or Troutman or, for that matbecame something of a major issue
ter, Bill Haywood, long before these
and something of public concern
men came into being the miners
to all of the C. I. 0., and then only
followed the practice of industrial
would it be a matter for considerunionism. It grew out of our exation by the C. I. 0. possibly at
perience rather than the ideology
a convention or something of that
of any special group. I am not saycharacter.
ing that with any discredit to the
Continued from Preceding Page) be expected from the top commit- I. W. W. I am just explaining the C. I. 0. man works on the San
•
of master and servant there is not •
Undemocratic procedure and their tee for support?
Francisco side and the A. F. of L. that condition there. There is the
facts.
ADAMS, Q.: Do you think Isn't that procedure followed now? the thing that counts is whether
rection on the question of policy.
man works on the Oakland side. effort to get a decision, and that
BROPHY, A.: You could expect
that If a move was made by dif- That would be the procedure in or not you have got a fair and
en I say procedure I mean is it
•
•
That is the condition we have decision doesn't necessarily mean
the full cooperation of the top comthis case.
ferent organizations on this
speedy way of reaching a judgment
essible under this new set-up that
MAY, Q.: Would you advise around the San Francisco Bay area. disadvantage
mittee. A lot of these situations that
to workers. It does
coast to enter the C. I. 0., we
or
passing a conclusion, and if you
11 acts be referred to the entire
the Maritime Federation to Join In the maritime organizations we mean somebody's views
you say, may arise can only arise
naturally consider the move, if •
• have got that it is a mere matter
for the moetnbership of the then affiliated provided these unions possess
the C. I. 0. as a federation or as have around the bay area there are ment are set aside, but
the
that is not they don't withdraw their charGORDON, Q.: Would you de- of form. You take the individual
I. 0. members?
the various organizations?
I would say about eight hundred destructive of the well-being of the
vigor that their officers claim they
ter It will be revoked now by the
liver the C. I. 0. back to the A. referendum, it has its value, but it
BROPHY, A.: I think I would
men, possibly, that work in the workers. If you carry democratic
.BROPHY, A.: Let me answer have and which we know they don't
A. F. of L.? Now, do you think
F. of L. under arty circum- Is not absolute as a guarantee
advise this, that this federation
s. at this way. A union operating in have. In other words, the power of
marine industry. The other four Ideas to the extreme, if you carry
that the requeation of organizaagainst mistakes or misjudgment
stances?
definitely
for af- thousand work on the uptown individualis
declare itself
,expanding situation is not con- the A. F. of L. unions to inflict
m to the logical conclution entering the C. I. 0. will
BROPHY, A.: My answer to of one kind or another. The refererned over the technical problems punishment on the C. I. 0. is very, filiation with the C. I. 0. for the shops. Now, if the Maritime Fed- sion you finally reach anarchy, and
carry the influence to make rethat Is thls, that unity with the endum system is employed, the repreasons that I have given. I
Of conditioning
eration goes into the C. I. 0. we anarchy in its absolutes-well, it
quests and in the near future or
their affairs to the very limited. They can't do it. They
A. F. of L. Is impossible because resentative system is employed,'
think it necessary for you to will have a problem of about eight is a dream world.
Me degree as a union that oper- can't put it over. If they attempted
the immediate future be able to
I had just as
of the fundamental conflict of and both have their uses.
national
determine
the
then
ates in a contracting field. When a It it would be met in a practical
hundred machinists separated from soon believe in heaven, in fact, call a national convention of the
alms and purposes of these two
union set-ups that you can get the uptown shops. Now, would it more readily than
Iiion is on the decline and con- way. We would find ways and
C. I. 0.?
to believe in abgroups. In other words, the C.
QUESTION OF REFERENDUM
maritime
industry.
If
the
of
out
flues on the
be the idea of the C. I. 0. to set solute anarchy. That is, I am speakBROPHY, A.: Well, the C. I.
I. 0. is here to stay. It justifies
decline for reasons means to offset actions of that
ATKIN, Q.: In that case, isn't
you have to have one or more up a separate charter for those men ing now in its philosophical aspects, 0. will have the power
hat may be implicit in the indus- kind.
itself on the basis of growth and there very
to call a
little difference in the
because
cernational
of
unions
Or it may be in the program
working in the marine industry?
so at some point along the line inconvention whenever It Is to the
progress made, and there Is no A. F. of L. executive
order handed
practical considerations,
tain
and policy of the union, all that is
advantage of the movement to
practl'cal possibility of their get. down just
BROPHY, A.: Well, there will be dividualism stops and yields somerecently which unseated
that doesn't do any violence to
brat comes out and you get all
thing
in
interests
the
the
collecThat
ting
of
there
call
it.
is,
no
together
Is
time
as matters stand an organization and the
MR. MAY SPEAKS
many problems arise that will have
council has
the principle of industrial unionthe. limitations raised; restrictions
limit if there is an immediate
now. It might be just as reason- not been able
MAY, Q.: Has the Executive
to be worked out in the light of the tive expression. Somebody is voted
to get a referendum
principle
taking
ism.
It
a
just
is
Posed on keeping people out. In Committee of the A. F. of L. inemergency situation that reable to ask, Will the A. F. of L. or vote in this
conditions that surround the job down in every association.
council even to place
and applying it and working it
other words, it becomes a sort of vited the Top Committee of the
Join the C. I. O.? I think one that in the
quires
convention
a
could
it
be
approach
that.
with
the
we
and
if
HOOK, Q.: My last question is,
convention, so is there
you
can,
far
best
and
as
out
as
table corporation contemplated in C. I. 0. to any conference?
Is more possible than the other. any difference
called by the committee.
1
idea in mind that we are moving has the C. I. 0. taken into considin the autocracy of
as you can go with it, expecting
ale interests of a few, but when a
•
Large sections of the A. F. of L. the C. I. 0. or
•
application
toward
the
of
BROPHY, A.: We were invited
the full
eration in the event of srikes benethe autocracy of the
events
pressure
of
under
the
that
union is expanding what you have
are joining the C. I. 0. That A. F. of L.?
ADAMS, Q.: If a movement of orIndustrial union principle in a given fits for the workers, strike beneto trial by the A. F. of L. Executive
and in time you can make it
et is a
Is the trend.
large program, forward Committee and we refused to go
industry many things can be fits, insurance, and death benefits? ganizations that has entered the C.
BROPHY, A.: There is a differmore inclusive as you gain more
nigvernent, and all the petty tech- there, firstly,
0 ence, and I
0. request a national convention •
I.
straightened out.
because the action
might clear the matter
BROPHY, A.: No, the C. I. 0.
unity.
experience
more
and
calities, matters of differences
be called, on the strength of that
of suspension against the C. I. 0 •
ATKIN, Q.: In regard to the au- up a little further by pointing this
•
HOOK, Q.: Would the machin- has not yet taken up those questhat arise over the advancing
of unions was without warrant in law
request would a convention be tomobile workers, the united mine out to you:
that the C. I. 0. did
ists, for instance, or any other craft tions that you speak of. We have
lS particular individual's
BOSTON HUNT RISES
fortune or in experience and, second, we
called?
workers, and the rubber workers, not vote on these agreements serendered
assistance
strike
workto
organization
or another,
going
into
the C. I. 0.
HUNT, Q.: I would like to ask
are pushed aside. Craft saw no reason for going and apBROPHY, A.: Undoubtedly.
you stated that the C. I. 0. deemed cured, we will say, in the case of
nions, let me illustrate, are operif all organizations at present af- lose its identity as a craft union? ers who are engaged in struggle,
pearing before a group that had
it
necessary for them to sign the autos and rubber. The workers, the
insurance
but
the
and
other
such
words,
other
majority
In
,ting in a limiting
the
in that
field. They may already passed judgment upon us filiated with the C. I. 0. are repreGORDON, Q.: In case the ma- agreements, deemed the speed nec- union in that industry, did the votparticular organization could vote features we have not dealt with
raise an initiation fee to fifty, a
sented on the top committee?
and sentenced us. If you mean have
chinists were already organized and essary. The committee called these ing, and we only rendered such speBROPHY,' A.: Yes, all of the the men out of work and they because primarily we are dealing
ndred, or five hundred dollars,
What for? Not to enlarge the labor there been occasions when top mem- presidents of the national unions wouldn't have any dictates as to with more immediate and funda- a strong minority group, would a workers out and called them back? cial assiqance as was asked of us
bers of the C. I. 0. have met with
charter be issued by the C. I. 0.
by the representatives of the workaffiliated with the C. I. 0. are mem- hours and wages because of their mental questions. We want to get
ovement or make it more powerBROPHY, A.: These workers
the top members of the A. F. of L.,
ers directly. The C. I. 0.'s assistthe broad social insurance that to them as a machinists' union?
small number.
bers ex-officio of the committee.
fulsbut to try to control a few jobs.
were organized and in some inthe answer is yes. There is no basis
ance was advisory. It was not deBROPHY, A.: In relation to the
comes best through an enlarged and
hey have big
HUNT, Q.: Are they all entitled
stances struck and then agreements
BROPHY, A.: • In an industrial
initiation fees for for unity as matters stand now.
cisive. It didn't have a vote in any
Maritime Unions?
powerful organization of labor.
Lne perpose
problems
vote
on
before
all
acto
were negotiated and signed. That
union composed of workers engaged
of limiting the memway. There is an impression abroad
MAY, Q.: If you had the con- tion is taken?
GORDON, Q.: Yes.
was the procedure.
erabil) rather than extending the
in many callings some requiring a
that somehow or other we imposed
vention, in your opinion would that
BROPHY, A.: My judgment is
-Lembership, and
BROPHY, A.: On all major prob- greater degree of skill than others,
racketeering unwage agreements on the workers
that
top
committee
would
it
in
dissolved
be
that
case.
and
SIGNING OF AGREEMENT
At 3:15 the meeting recessed for
1048 grow out of a declining
lems. Policy is one thing. Admin- the interests of all are eared for
situa- regularly elected officers
in autos, rubber or steel. That is
GORDON, Q.: Can component
be estab- istration is another. The commitminutes,
which
15
during
time
the
')n and a weakening of labor
ATKIN, Q.: But was it not true
and differences that are legitimate
pur- lished on a nationwide
not the case. The workers through
organizations or a group, such as
basis?
DoSe and a lack of a broad
tee determines policy. Administra- are recognized as to wages and organization chose a publicity comthat you made the statement that
and adeBROPHY, A.: Whenever a con- tion is the work of the executive working conditions in the bargain- mitteeman for each organization. the maritime organization or let the Committee for Industrial Or- their representatives did the nego;ate program. When
the Miners'
tiating and the various meetings
us say the central labor council
1.7qion . had
vention is held it will determine the officers.
ganization deemed speed so necesing process. The skilled craftsman Meeting called to order at 3:35 and
problems of grave cornof these representatives or workers
now an A. F. of L. organization,
laws
and
questions
resumed.
the
rules
the
and
the
condibasis
the
is
what
Q.:
HUNT,
On
sary
that
they signed the agreement
9xitY, when they found a larger
doesn't lose the advantage of skill.
passed judgment, not the C. I. 0.
could they get a charter, that is,
instead of using the referendum?
Program that had in it the answer tions under which the officers of voting strength allowed on the com- Rather, his position is strengthened
That is the difference.
one
organization
FISHERMEN INQUIRE
, such as the mathe
C.
0.
I.
would
be
elected.
mittee?
have
they
each
one
Do
those problems then the union
because if you lift up the wage
BROPHY, A.: Here is what was
e,
OLSEN, Q.: I would like to ask chinists, boilermakers, and such,
'ew and the mutual good
vote?
level of the unskilled whatever difwill and
could they get a charter from the done. A conference of representafishermen,
questions.
that
The
two
unity of purpose was
BROPHY,
present
the
A.:
to
Up
•
ferential values there are are carstrengthened,
in eIs
.?0. and still work along craft tives of workers already organized
MILLER, Q.: I have heard it
:d what is
it has been a case of each unit hav- ried along and maintained, so that is, the organized fishermen, are
true there is true of
THE RED SCARE
in the case of General Motors came argued at various times that the
lines?
Other unions. For
affiliated
U.
S.
with
the
I.
now
If
reason
vote.
The
that
for
ing
one
the higher your class of the unMAY, Q.: This morning you
instance, we can
BROPHY, A.: Inside of the C. together and formulated demands present administration of the garke a , fetish of
touched on the red scare. Is it is very obvious. There is unity as skilled and the semi-skilled the they should desire could they afthe democratic
I. 0. at the present time there are and also outlined a policy for their ernment has been unable to legis-,
idea. We can either
filiate
with
the
and
get
a
0.
I.
program
C.
general
and
to
broad
polhigher is the position and the benetrue that William Z. Foster is
use it to ad;ome unions that might be consid- negotiating committee. That policy late properly on the craft union
nce a common purpose
icy. There have been no serious fits accruing to the specially skill- national charter?
now a C. I. 0. organizer and
or use it
ered craft and they are in there I included a provision which pro- basis of organized labor, but the
differences
even
raise
to
a ques- ed. I don't think it is a serious probdefeat the purpose of the workBROPHY, A.: I think it is prefalso has written many articles
might say from an industry where vided that any settlement negoti- argument is that they can legisers. For
tion as to what was the best meth- lem and I say that-I am speaking erable for the sailors' union that
for the C. I. 0.?
instance, we took no refthe workers are completely organ- ated would have to be submitted late properly on the industrial
representati
of
od
on by vote.
•endura, vote of the auto workers
out of my own experience in an includes the fishermen in various
BROPHY, A.: No, it is not
ized, or for all practical purposes to the approval of representatives basis. Therefore, is the C. I. 0.
(hiring the strikes there.
HUNT, Q.: Do all charters speci- industrial union, and I am com- divisions to have the largest detrue. As far as I know, Foster
We
completely organized, but their af- of these workers, and in all cases carrying out the policy of organisUldn't have a referendum
workers
to come under that pelled to go back to my own ex- gree of unity possible and a charhas no connection whatever with fy the
vote.
filiation with the C. I. 0. is for the it had the aproval of these workers ing the unorganized in the true
The strike
charter?
perience sometimes In order to an- ter on that basis.
was sudden, spontaneous. the C. I. 0. In any capacity or
purpose of advancing the organiza- or the workers' representatives, as spirit, that is, for the Increased
had to be. They tied
BROPHY, A.: We issue a char- swer a question. In the miners we
In any degree. There are a good
up the plant.
OLSEN, Q.: In conjunction with tion program of the
C. I. 0., that the case might be. In some in- benefits and general improvement
After a union
many rumors. There are rumors ter that is general in its language have a variety of workers. We have the sailors?
becomes established
is, to organize other industries, so stances it was the workers en masse that should accrue to the workers
Cl oPerates in
and
can
apply
to any situation. machinists, we have engineers, a
that John Brophy is a Commuthe sphere of legBROPHY, A.: Yes.
that in certain situations we have that agreed upon the policy. In from industrial organization or is
(elern then all the
We then write a covering letter and few work as electric motormen,
nist. If it were true it would be
questions of the
OLSEN, Q.: We could not get a admitted craft unions,
for instance, other instances where the Industry it following the policy of organizseek
define
to
eocedure can be indulged . in.
as best we can the track clearers, blacksmiths, and a separate charter?
news to John Brophy. I make
In
the
typographica
l
unions,
the news that was involved in the agreement ing on an industrial basis so that
er words, the
jurisdiction.
wide variety of work. These indithat statement without apologies
thing that is imBROPHY, A.: I would not say writers' union. We have admitted covered a great many communities the present government can legisPortant in a union is whether
vidual skilled workers, their baror without boasting. In my case, •
it is
they couldn't, but I think it advis- these national craft organizations representatives of the workers act- late more effectively? The reason I
0
nifing advantages for its memgaining position individually would
I have never been a Communist.
able to either hold together the in, but they come in for the reason ed upon the settlement reached and ask is to find out whether or not
HUNT, Q.: Would the C. I.
bers. and all
be almost nil if it was to rest on
the other things fit
I am not saying that with any
.
.
largest degree of unity or workers that they are interested in advanc- approved of it. That was the pro- on the present C. I. 0. type of
call
0.
affiliated
an
out
union
on
and only fit in to
them, but combined with all of the
credit to myself or discredit. I
advantage proIn any industrial activity. That is ing organization in other industries cedure.
organization the government could
strike without that union first
• they are tied to a
mine workers their position is genam not a Communist, and I think
common
why I say it is preferable to have where organization is not the rule.
legislate similar to what they have
taking
referendum
a
vote?
Pose of a labor union.
erally
benefited
and
so is the skill- the fishermen included
the same can be said of John L.
in with the
done in the railroad industry.
BROPHY, A.: No, the C. I. 0.
•
•
ed worker by that set-up. I know
RETAIN AUTONOMY
Lewis. In fact, the attempt to
same forces they are at this time
has never been confronted with
ATKIN, Q.: In those cases
that the skilled workman doesn't
GORDON, Q.: If the C. I. 0.
RECONCILIATION
paint him red didn't work. The
BROPHY, A.: The C. I. 0. is'
but
national
basis.
a
on
a problem like that but I think
was a referendum called before conducting its
lose any real advantages that there
charters an industry, let us say
paint wouldn't stick. It fell off.
NGSTROM, Q.: If the A. F. of
organizing program
answer
OLSEN,
can
I
Q.:
The
major
your
question
.groups they
by are in skill. He isn't
L. in
they decided upon the policies? and its collective
charter the transportation inset up on a
convention was to go on rec- •
•
bargaining prosaying they would have no au- pedestal
in the fishermen's union at present
BROPHY, A.: Only in this cedure with the
d and show
and given the advantage
dustry of the Maritime Federation,
thought in mind
its aim and give a
thority
have
organized
call
federation
out
to
the workers at the expense
a
or Fish- would
fashion. The local unions dis- only of the workers'
MAY, Q.: Isn't it a fact that John
gliarantee that they will adopt
of the rest. That is
we who are bodies of this
interest. It Is
the
of a particular union. That is,
ermen's Council. Would it be adcussed the pVicy and instructed
L. Lewis a few years ago steadily
licies and principles
difference.
the
not governed or controlled by what
central
organization
,
would
we
be
of the now
the
visable
union
question
event
the
in
in
would have
they desired to
their delegates to the conference notions some
allowed to retain our autonmy to
0., do you think in your opin- opposed industrial unions such as
governmental repreto determine that for itself.
joint the C. I. 0. to come in as a
which formulated the general sentatives may have
the I. W. W.?
the committee
the
extent
of
drawing
up
on this mat-,
our own
as a whole would
CRAFTS
LOSE
IDENTITY
•
council
or
as units?
•
policy and general program.
dcterrint to either
wage agreements, etc., and having
ter. The organization campaign
BROPHY, A.: I don't know that
themselves go
HOOK, Q.: Isn't it a fact in the
HUNT, Q.: In the charter is
BROPHY, A.: I think it is pref- them submitted
Ck into the
• has no relationship to what may
altogether as has •
A. F. of L. due to the it is. I do know this is true, howanything
United
there
Mine
erable
concerning
come
to
Workers
national
in
withas
that
a
the
mabeen
be in the minds of the government.
done in the past?
that they are going to take ever, John L. Lewis has been a
this
drawing the charter?
chinists and other crafts have lost organization. I think the seamen
ATKIN, Q.: But after the genPolicy or do you think the member all his working life of the
BROPHY, A.: You would have
BROPHY, A.: There is a phrase their identity?
should unite their forces as much
eral policy was formulated wasn't
zirnittee would recommend first industrial union, the United Mine
the autonomy as to wage negotiaISSUING OF CHARTER
that this is subject to the convenit referred to the rank and file
as possible and ask for a charter
a
Workers,
and
the
issue
BROPHY,
tions
of
craft
A.:
that practice and experience
They are considreferendum vote of members afGREATHOU
SE, Q.: Who has the
vote?
unionism and the industrial union- tion that is to be called at some ered as mine workers, but it is a on that basis. That is much more permits you to follow now. In
ated?
power to issue a charter?
other
satisfactory
future
date.
In
than
other words, we willing loss
separate divisions words,
ism has never been an issue inside
of one identity in a
you have autonomy as a
BROPHY, A.: No, it was not.
wanted to make clear that this
or units making application.
itROPHy, A.: In the first place, the Mine Workers'
BROPHY, A.: Authorization of
greater identity. That is, you lose
Union. Miners
national union, the autonomy of There was no demand for it. Here
and again the issue
was
work
OLSEN,
all
granting a charter under certain
Q.:
temporary and pro- little but
Could the fishermen dealing
has been accept industrial unions as naturgain much by being in
in your own way in accord- is another thing: In those instances
PItt LIP to the A. F. of L. as
conditions was made by the full
to ally as they breathe. It is no issue. visional. We recognize that, but it an industrial union. If the miners in the event they come in with the ance with your own
practice. If thousands of workers came into the
Other or not they would
an
seamen,
was
could
attempt
to deal with the were organized
they retain their au- the
committee of the C. I. 0. Adminisaccept
So
is
it
a
misrepresent
ation
of John
into fifty-seven craft
practice has been with a sec- union between the time that the
a program such
situation in a speedy and practical
tonomy as fishermen?
tering charters rests with the esas the C. I. 0. L. Lewis if it is assumed at
unions the result would be they
tional group there is nothing to wage demands were formulated
any
nds for, and the answer
manner,
as
we
BROPHY,
could recognize that would
A.: That would be deecutive officers -t h e president,
has
been
time
he
was
anything
lose
any worthwhile identity
prevent continuing that. We would and finally settled. You see, you
else but an
Co nsistently
conventions might make other
termined by the national union of
secretary, and directors of the C.
not once or twice or industrial unionist as far
and couldn't bargain effectively.
not interfere in a situation of that had a new and growing movement,
as the
rice but many times,
which
changes
later.
you
I. O.
are
a part. You would
No, we will United Mine Workers is concerned.
,J.,
kind,
that is, the top committee but in all cases there was unanimHOOK, Q.: If the Maritime Un- have that degree of autonomy necagree to the program and poiGREATHOUSE, Q.: Who has the
of the C. I. 0,
MAY, Q.: In your opinion, did •
ity of approval of the settlement
ley of the
• ions go over as a whole would the essary to administer
the affairs of
C. I. 0. Furthermore,
GORDON, Q.: Carrying it one reached. There was no issue about power to revoke a charter? Does
the
set-up
of
the
industrial
union-'
SCHMIDT,
crafts
organization
of
Q.:
will not only disagree
the smaller
Would it be
s the national union to the benefit
any one individual?
with you, ism then as set up
but We
by the I. W. W. the policy of the C. I. 0. not to
be governed by the dictates of the of groups composing it. If, for ex- step farther, in a small unit of two the abstract method of how we
will do everything we can,
or
three hundred men where there should get approval.
vary greatly from the
BROPHY, A.: No.
..t1 they are
ample, at the present time it is
doing everything they is now at the present? C. I. 0. as it discriminate against workers on larger one?
are only six or eight of a given inaccount of race, class or creed?
ca_n, to
favorable
to
have a council of fish- dustry
GREATHOUSE, Q.: Who could
prevent you from putting
BROPHY, A.: After all, my difATKIN, Q.: If it possible for
and a wage negotiation is to
o effect
BROPHY, A.: Industrial unBROPHY, A.: No, I don't think
a C. I. O. program and
ficulty in answering your question ermen there is no reason why you be negotiated,
the committee to organize an in- revoke it?
would
these
six or
they are exactly comparable. The
ionism by its very nature and
SO it is a hypothetical
arises from this, that I don't see couldn't continue that inside the eight or ten or
dustry, which must be by personal
quesBROPHY; A.: None have been
twenty following
United Mine Workers, as I have
the C. I. 0. by Its Frogram is
h.. That is, the question
affiliation
with
the
C.
I.
0.
conflict.
contact, then wouldn't it be just revoked.
I
point
don't get the
of
has been
one
line
of
work
be
elected
to set
committed to the interest of all
said before, was always an indus4,8'wered by
emphasizing differences. The mathe A. F. of L. I don't
to work for the purpose of drawing as possible after the men were callworkers, regardless of race,
trial union. In the mining industry
need to answer
GREATHOUSE, Q.: So far, but
jority may impose its will on the
it, really. They
their own wage agreements, etc.? ed out on strike for them to con- In
creed, color or nationality. The
the only' type of a union that ever
e said No, we
the time to come who could?
M. E. B. A. QUESTIONS
minority. That is the rule in any
duct
a
referendum?
won't agree with
Would they have to subject themprevailed was an industrial union.
right of unionism grows out of
ite If they did
association. After all, there is a
FITZPATRICK, Q.: Suppose the selves to the will
there would be unity
BROPHY,
A.: Revoking of chart,
of the majority
It was either industrial or no union.
one's industrial citizenship. If
BROPHY, A.: I don't know
that basis. There can
majority and a minority in a craft M. E. B. A. was going in nationally in case they
era would have to be authorized by
be unity
are craftsmen or high- whether it is as easy
at, any time
Craft -unions couldn't get establishyou are In the industry you have or in
or not and I the full
an industrial union. I don't and suppose one of the subordinate ly skilled labor?
whenever they accept
committee.
don't know-referendums of various
a right to membership In the think
'program and policy of the C. ed, and the United Mine Workers
that majority rule on a right associations had its charter reBROPHY, A.: Isn't this the kinds carried
GREATHOU
SE, Q.: Could a
union.
were born in 1890, at least 16 years
10.
on to endless lengths
basis is destructive of the interests voked. What position would it be method followed
in the formulating are usually a device
before the I. 1.V. W. held its first •
• of anyone. It does force a decision. in in the C. I. 0.?
employed charter be revoked by an execuof wage demands? The various against a
convention in effect, so that the
committee that you dis- tive council of the C. I. 0.?
BAY AREA SITUATION
You have got to make a decision
BROPHY, A.: Well, my answer groups present resolutions
which trust. I mean that in many inmine workers didn't have to borHOOK, Q.: MY question is about at some point along the line no to the question
BROPHY. A.: When I spoke I
is that the national express what they want embodied stances
P-T-TCE, Q.: In the event that row their ideas for industrial
it is a device to oppose a was referring to national unions.
union- the situation around the East Bay. matter what the association of
'.e lo
union affiliated with the C. I. 0. in the demands and all of
ngshoremen on this coast took ism from the I. W. W. because
these res- group of officials you have little That is, we would
they We have on one side of the hay workers may be, whether it be a
affiliate national
'
l eferendurn
would have jurisdiction over all of olutions that cover various
and it carried to go had them for many years before A. F. of L.
crafts or no confidence in. That is not unions and we would
machinists. On the other craft, semi-industrial, or complete- its subordinate
have the aulocals and other di- and various services and degrees true in
the C. I. 0. and we should en- the I. W. W. came
all cases, but it arises out thority to revoke a national chart
into being. Even side of the bay we have the C. I. ly industrial,
decisions are made visions. The C. I. 0. in that case of skill are brought
counter active opposition
by J. P. before the United Mine Workers 0. machinists organization which
together, and of that situation. In the case of the er under certain
,
and naturally the minority at times would have no jurisdiction
condition's, but the
11 and the shipowners which
over it. out of that is formulated a general mine workers they
re- came into being previous miners' was thrown out of the organization
use both meth- revoking of local union charters
doesn't like it, but it accepts it That is a matter that
sulted in a
would rest wage demand which includes the ods. They use the
boycott on the east unions had always been industrial. by Mr. Wharton.
referendum meth- would have to be the action of the
Both organizations and without question experience with the national
union in question. interest of all these several crafts, od. They
• On all of the ships loaded
They might not have had complete are working harmoniously at the shows
may use the representa- national union and in accordanc:3
the thing working out in a That is under the idea of
C. I. 0.
auton- and on the basis of that negotiation tive method. There
longshoremen, what can coverage but they were always in- present time.
is no issue about with the laws of the national union.
In other words, the practical way, so that in the sense orny, that rule
would have to apply is carried on with the employers. It.
There is no conflict. You see,
(Continued on Next Page.)
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VOICE of the FEDERATION

BEBO, Q.: I would like to ask
•
ors' Union of the Pacific is the •
be expelled or not?
....... a
what is the salary of John Leads
oldest established union In that
BROPHY, A.: There may be
CURRAN, Q.: if the marland the executives and organizers
particular Industry In the untime workers find it Impossible
a law of birth, growth, or decay,
of the C. I. 0. and how is it set and
licensed seamen. We have an
to unit's nationally, would the
even of purposes and of good inorganization, we have property,
tentions, but whenever a period
C. a 0. issue a charter on a re- arrived at?
BROPHY, A.: The answer to that
and we have members, and so
gional basis?
of decay comes you have to deal
on. Our property is worth a
BROPHY, A.: I don't know. is this, that the C. I. 0. does not
with it at that time. What you
hundred thousand dollars, and
pay the salary of john .L. Levds.
We. would probably do the next
are dealing with now is a growwe would naturally like to know
The C, 1. 0. does not even pay the
ing movement. You are dealing
best thing, even though the
what we are going in to.
with the best ideals of labor,
next best wasn't good enough. salary of John Brophy. The United
BROPHY, A.: I wouldn't say men's Union if the seamen do n.
BROPHY, A.: I don't know
Mine Workers pay the salary of
which is to organize the unorAfter all, the test of whether we
(COntinned from Preceding Page) work along the front or, if that
that. I repeat what I have already affiliate with the C. I. O.?
answer
me
any
for
is
both
that
there
that
salaries
to
not
The
men.
both
Is
thing
the
so
progressive
force
ganized,
is
a
are
isn't practical, through local in•
•
BROPHY, A.: No, I don't s e
to make to that. I appreciatewhether having common ideals Lewis and myself receive are sale. said, that I am interested in enfear the remote future but to
dustrial unions of the C. I. 0.
GREATHOUSE, Q.: If the enthe fact that you want to preries in accordance with the peeve couraging the greatest measure of that, but I do say that we Ought
deal with the present. There is
we can get together and put our
protect whatever
BRUCE IS HEARD
serve and
tire group, Seafaring groups on
sions of the constitution of the unity among the progressive forces. to have the largest measure ' -----.
no danger of expulsion In the
house In order so that we can
and there is
have,
you
property
the West Coast voted for the
In
it
United Mine Workers. I am mak- In the event that fails we will have unity of all the progressive forces
experienced
have
workers
the
for
job
you
better
a
sense
do
BRUCE, Q.: Isn't it a fact that
no objection on that score from
C. I. 0. could they be given a
the International Seamen's Unin our industry. The automo- ing that explanation. .1 can answer to deal with ito n the basis of con- among the seafaring peoples, at
_....
there is an industrial union chartcharter?
then if we can't have that then we
me or anybody else,
directly. Lewi's salary is a mat- ditions that exist.
ion because we are acting on a
bile workers did that and made
LUNDEBERG: We have had
B ROPHY, A.: The entire ered by the C. I. 0. that has jurisgot to do something else. e
ter of public knowledge. Thereishave
different basis from the A. F. of
tremendous gains, and I see no
BRIDGES, Q.: isn't it a fact that
groups on the West Coast?
some unfortunate experiences
diction over the shipbuilding and
no secret about it. He received a if the longshoremen or that if the
L. and that is the guarantee. The
reason why the seamen should
SMITH, Q.: In other words, tha
GREATHOUSE, A.: On the ship repair work now?
with the last people. They tied
salary of $12,000 from the united I. L. A. on the West Coast did the C. 1. 0. intends to go out a
guarantee of security is the presnot do likewise,
up our funds and property, and •
West Coast.
• Mine Workers, and he gets nothing want to go C. I. 0. they would be start oup
ent program and policy of the
niion
in.: direct competition.
sA
n,.
BROPHY, A.: There is an induswe don't want that to happen
B ROPHY, A.: Yes, we can IsC. I. 0. There are risks In every
Q.: What would your fromm the C. 1. 0. That is a matter given a charter?
CURRAN,
R
I.
C.
the
by
chartered
union
trial
again. They even refused to alsue charters under any consider.
association, and the thing you
opinion be of a referendum vote between the United Mine Workers
is operating more actively
BROPHY, A.: That is correct.
JURISDICTIONAL DISPUTES
low us to bury our dead.
ation that the judgment of the 0. It
have got to decide Is this, what
held of all the seamen on a na.. and their officers.
East Coast, I understand,
•
BROPHY, A.: The dead must Lionel basis, or what type of organiexecutive officers might dictate, In the
RUSFELDT,
Q.: What would
e
NO PER CAPITA TAX
the C. I. 0. offers to you now, Is
•
than in other sections, and unthe
be buried or given life, which is zation do they prefer before going
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we hope for the unity of the prog- to be gained by uniting. If they me it seemed wisest for the seamen didn't, there would have to be SC
question, As I say, I don't know
PHILCO SETTLES
LUNDEBERG, Q.: All organi-t find out on what basis we can,
probablY
seamen groups on both don't come together we will have to unite to the greatest degree, other set-up to care for it,
resesive
e
zations
start
P)
Lewis
h
T
F
(
John
out
what
anything
to
as
PHILADELPHIA
and
progressive
and
. I belong to the Boilermakers,
in
was
relation
one
which
union,
national
some
other
union
in
may have promised and I don't Philco Radio strike was settled, coasts. We hope for that and rec- to deal with it as we can through
as time goes on they get like the
on what basis we can get affiliated
and that, of ceurse, would include some other service. But the au"'
with the United Electrical & Radio ommend that. In the event that the C. I. O.
know of his changing his mind
A. F. of L. Now, in the event an
'frith the C. I. 0.
tion of the warehouse branch
DOMBROFF, Q.: If the body of the Fishermen's 'Unitize
Workers of America winning a ea- that doesn't work out, the policy
as to any commitments he may
organization gets out of line acBROPHY, A.: You can become
a question of how close the r ‘:
then,
say,
don't
You
Q.:
SMITH,
Pacific
the
on
seamen
unlicensed
dehe
will
charters
of
issuing
to
is
a
have
seniority,
made
improved
you.
to
week,
hour
board,
the
to
executive
cording
affiliated either through a national
guaranteed bonus of 26 per cent, termined by the executive officers Coast also voted they still would that the C. I. 0. will not issue a tionship is to the longshoremeng .
would the rank and file have a
LUNDEBERG, Q.: I wanted to
(Continued on Next Page.)
seamen's charter to the Fishernot be granted a chiller?
bring this out because the Sall- and a 5-cent hourly wage increase, of the C. I. 0.
say as to whether they should
union of metal workers engaged in
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Maritime Men Generally Oppose Labor Standards Bill
and we believe that the inclusion
upon myself the authority to say
of this problem in this bill is propno.
er and fitting and should be made
PEABODY, Q.: This is a quesan integral part of this proposed
tion about the warehousemen. The
legislation if it is enacted into law.
hor movement as a whole is
In general, we feel that with a
going to be C. I. 0. or the other
tightening up of various parts of
before many years or many months.
this proposed bill and its enactSupposing you took the maritime
ment into law, that not only would
crafts here, at what place are you
labor have much to gain, but that
going to make the line of demarc‘aPreceding
Page)
(Continued
from
in time, industry as a whole in this
on the committee through their
tion? There must be some line of It there is the authority within it. ing them to request the membercountry would be favorably af- work, and whether it is part of the president.
If not, then you will have to de- ship to be sure and get a copy of
demarcation even in the C. I. 0.
industry. If it is accepted as being
fected."
vise some other method.
this issue. Schrimpf first, Atkins
•
•
BROPHY, A.: The collective exthe case, there is no reason why it
second.
FOR "NATIONAL UNITY"
perience of the maritime union •
NOTE: During the course of the shouldn't be accepted as part of
Motion carried.
JOHANNESSEN: At various
plus the C. I. 0. as a whole will
time occupied in making my speech the Marine Federation.
DOMBROFF, Q.: Would you
asked
that
been
have
you
finally
times
determine
charter
CATES, Q.: If a
the line of deis issued
various Congressmen and Senators
say we should take a vote by
if national unity between the
marcation. The immediate question
who are members of the joint com- to the Maritime Federation as a
the Federation?
seamen could not be established
now is to organize the unorganized
mittee cross-questioned me regard- whole, that would leave the wareBROPHY, A.: if you have the
workmen, and if it does take us
about the next best thing. There
ing the position and status of the housemen separate because they
authority there is no reason
also was mentioned the amount over some imaginary line that can
WASHINGTON, D.C., June 16.—Maritime workers ap- seamen on the matters referred to are not on, the waterfront.
%Why you should not take a vote.
prove the proposed Black-Connery Labor Standards Bill, in the VIII. Senator Black asked BROPHY, A.: That is what the of numbers. Wouldn't it be be taken care of later and we will •
•
but ask certain "tightening" amendments, Ralph Emer- if it came to a question as to which national union would determine. It taken into consideration that have the men organized. You can
Moved and seconded that the
son, legislative representative of the National Maritime government agency would have would only be true after that had you have an organization fifty- make that point against other na- Maritime Federation in convention
tional unions. They have some- extend their thanks
jurisdiction over merchant seamen been determined.
one years old, twice re-orto Brother
Union, told the House Merchant Marine and Fisheries in regard to wages
ganized, 'hat has the best contimes gotten over the line because Brophy for his courtesy in
CATES, Q.: Would not the C. I.
and hours of
answer- People's
Legislative Meeting
Committee.
of the absence of a functional un- ing our questions and express
work, would we prefer that juris- O. determine that?
ditions established in the marine
our
Will Take Place At
ion. They are not difficulties and greetings to the
industry and for the last three
The chief amendment sought is that vesting the power diction to be conferred upon the
C
0. French
•
Santa Maria
will work themselves out. The dif- first, Marlowe, second.
years has been as vigorous and
to raise seamen's wages in the Maritime Commission, rather present Maritime Commission or •
BROPHY, A.: You are asking
the
day
was
it
militant
the
proposed
ficulties
as
are
Labor
that
Standards
there
are too
than in the proposed Labor Standards Board.
SAN FRANCISCO, June 16.—
Motion carried.
me, aren't you, where we draw
Board. My answer was we would
many unorganized now.
formed. On the other hand, you
Following is Emerson's state-+
Final
plans are being made here
The
Chair
asked
that everybody
prefer the Maritime Commission. the line for longshoremen?
have an organization under the
PEABODY, Q.; The important
ment before the committee:
for the second statewide convenin
room
the
rise
and
give
Frankly, at this moment I can't
him
a
means Foreign Commerce, and this My reason for taking this stand
functioned
present plan that has
part is organizing them and then
SEAMEN BACK BILL
standing vote of thanks, and this tion of the People's Legislative
tell you because I don't have
would of course, include all car- was that the Maritime Commission
for six weeks. It did function as
adjust the matters?
Conference to be held at Santa
"In appearing on behalf of the riers by water
was done.
enough experience. I, along with
and the employees is doing everything in its power to
the so-called rank and file moveBROPHY, A.: Yes, if there is any
Maria Sunday, June 20.
seamen it is not our intent to go of such carriers. Also all comothers would have to take the
BROTHER BROPHY: I want to
improve our conditions and we exment, it did function under varioverlapping that can be taken
Credentials are pouring into the
Into a detailed analysis of this pro- merce carried interstate by water
express to you my appreciation for
pect it to revise the wage scales, judgment, to some degree, at
ous other names and it has
care of later.
state office of the conference, 347
posed legislation. The seamen are would affect the coast wise shipleast, of those who work in that
the manner in which I have been
upward, in the near future. Also
nothing to show yet. Whose
Phelan Bldg,, from labor unions,
heartily in accord with the general ping lines and their employees. If their
BRIDGES QUESTION
service as to how far a longtreated here in this convention. It
proposed rules and regulastatements and who would you
civic and political organizations,
provisions of this bill, but we feel it is not the intent of this pro- tions are
BRIDGES,
Q,:
There
shore service should go In inis one has been of great interest to me.
favorable to labor. If it
consider first?
farm, progressive, liberal, church,
that some tightening up is needed posed legislation to place this
question
that
affects
every
cluding workers in the various
delein- came to a question of having to
There
has
been
a great deal of inBROPHY, A.: The answer to
and hocial groups.
Of some of the clauses, so
gate. In answering questions formation forthcoming
that terpretation upon this bill, then it choose between these two governwarehouse activities.
during the
the question is that full and
Indications are that representatheir intent will be made more spe- would not so vitally
Brother
13rophy
has
brought
up
anect the sea- ment agencies we would naturally •
various
discussions and I want you
•
due consideration will be given
tives from the majority of the orcific. Interpretation of the bill in men. I think it would be in order have
something
that
is going to come up to know that I came here to serve
more to gain by choosing the
CATES, Q.: Would the machinto all factors, those that were
ganizations of the state interested
Its present form would give the for a legal
in this convention. There were two the labor movement
interpretation to be Commission than we would by ists and the boilermakers and a
and do my in the furtherance
stated by the brother that just
of progressive
Proposed Labor Standards Boarda given this paragraph so that our being under the
or
three
resolutions presented that best to give you whatever informajurisdiction of the class of that type be required to
asked the question and others
legislation as well as the unificageneral wide powers in regard 'to position could be defined definitely. proposed
asked
for
a
referendum
vote
on
aftion
you
Labor Standards Board, go into one organization, as you
might require insofar as
that have not been stated, betion of labor and progressive
all labor. While there is no doubt If it is the intent
filiation of the Maritime Federa- I possessed it in relation to
of this bill that the personnel of which would most have, for instance, the shipbuildthe groups to assure the
fore the final decision is made.
14,our minds that the intent of the
election of
tion.
There
are
the proposed Labor Standards likely be comprised of men from ers of the C. L 0., or would
two
ways
to
take
program
and policies of the C. I. officials
•
they 0—
who
will
carry
bill is tag raise labor standards to Board shall have jurisdiction
out the
a
vote,
one by referendum and the 0. I know we are all together in
over other industries who would not be allowed to remain independent
PEABODY, Q.: As I understand
mandates of the people, will be in
a fair level, and while it is also the all labor and all industry, then we know our
other
by
organizations
.
The
time
a common cause, all interested in
problems and who would as C. I. 0. organizations?
it, from what I have heard here toattendance at the convention.
Intent of this bill to raise those would find it necessary to offer
element is a pretty serious propo- advancing a progressive policy
the 'ne more vitally interested in the
for
composed
II
of
BROPHY,
is
C.
0.
I.
day
the
A.:
Well,
Invitations have been sent to all
the
machinstandards among workers in mills, following amendment:
sition. We can take a vote by the the labor movement, and that
problems of the industry they repthe legislators and many have already
ists if they worked in shipbuild- group of twenty men, international
factories and other branches of inorganizations and get a representa- C. I. 0. symbolizes all of that, both
resented than in ours.
AN AMENDMENT
ing necessarily would have to go presidents who have got together
given assurance they will be presdustry viskich could be classed as
tive vote by the marine crafts and In words and in action, and
Printed copies of the hearing will into
Page 40, Section 22 (new paraI want ent.
definite
have
not
a
yet
a
and
who
as
shipbuilding
union. That is
productive, we feel that in a genthat
might take quite a lot of time, you to know that my visit here has
graph) (c) That no provision of be sent to all ports as soon as obvious. To follow
The convention will open at 9
that up, they constitution and the thing is more maybe
eral interpretation of the whole bill
a month, maybe five or six been pleasant both to you and to
this act or of any regulation or available.
going
to
based
what
on
is
less
wouldn't
or
o'clock Sunday, June 20, at the
be
permitted to remain in
that the way has been left open
weeks,
according to the nature of me, and I have made a lot of
order thereunder shall supersede
Respectfully submitted,
Eagles Hall.
their craft internationals if they happen in the future. In the event
for the proposed Labor Standard
their craft. I think it is an im- friendly contacts that I think
or in any way revoke or impair
RALPH EMERSON, Legislative elected to join the C. I. 0.
will
Federation
Maritime
a
as
The Santa Maria Inn has been
the
Board to have jurisdiction over
portant
question whether the con- take and to tell you that you are a
the present jurisdiction of the
Representative, National Maricut
supposing
could
that
we
designated
group,
as headquarters for all
those classes of workers who are
CATES, Q.: If that were the
vention decides It should take vote pretty lively bunch of men, almost
Maritime Commission over Mertime Union of America.
convention delegates.
all the obstacles down and the
engaged In transportation. While
case,
then
they
would
required
be
of
the organizations or take a ref- as good as the miners. Anyway,
chant Seamen as defined in Public
this may not have an unfavorable
to amalgamate with the ship work- Maritime Federation as a group erendum vote of the Federation. I know
Act No. 835, 74th Congress, Title
we are going to get toINDIANAPOLIS (F P) "The
WHEREAS,
should affiliate with the C. L 0.
the general purposes ers at the present time?
effeot upon the workers engaged
Considering the circumstances in- gether because we must in order whole
III—Section 301; Provided, Howrelief program has collapsed
of the Black-Connery Bill, embodyin transportation by water,
structthat
affect
would
the
How
we feel ever, that this shall not prevent
volved, that you don't want to force to do the work that lies before us. In
BROPHY, A.: It isn't a matter of
many areas," Edith Abbott,
ing President Roosevelt's Wage
that it may conflict with the laws
ure as it is today? We have certain
anybody in or out and because of I am going to leave here late to- president
being required to. That is the
the Labor Standards Board from and Hour Program
of the National Conferare good ones,
now in effect regarding the jurisways of voting, definite ways of
complications, I would like to get night, and hope that out of this ence of Social
logic of the situation.
establishing a minimum fair wage
Work, declared: in
BE IT RESOLVED, by the Deck
organization, of signing our own
diction of the government mayour ideas on a referendum, will come the message that the rest her presidential
and a maximum work week standaddress. She called
and Engine and Stewards Division QUESTION OF INTERFERENCE agreements, and so on. Would it
chinery now set up to handle these
whether we should vote by referen- of the labor forces of America ex- "tragic" the
ard for Merchant Seamen which
federal government's
of the National Maritime Union in
have any effect on the Federation?
problems.
dum
or by different crafts. We all pect, that you will join with us in 1935 decision to "end
will be higher than that standard
•
0
this business
the port of New York that we sup"On page 3, of S. 2475, Section 2,
BROPHY, A.: No, it wouldn't know if we take
established by the Maritime Coma vote of the this great adventure of organizing of relief" and said that the money
CATES, Q.: Would the organiport ' S. 2475 and H. R. 7200, the
aub-section 2, lines 9 to 12, 'Interstructure
necessarily
of
alter
the
whole Federation and a couple of the labor forces of America, to needed for direct relief "is
mission.
zations which are affiliated with
already
Black-Connery Bin, with the folstate Commerce' moans trade, comthe Federation here. The Federa- unions vote against the C.
I. 0. and assure them the life they are en- collected by taxation but it is
formed
"As
this
newly
Maritime
the
Maritime
Federation
be allowing changes and amendments:
merce, transportation, transmistion here fulfils some need pretty don't all affiliate the general
rule titled to.
spent for past and future wars."
lowed to negotiate and sign and
sion, or communication among the Commission has jurisdiction, at
(Page 4)—That Section 2 (a) (8)
clear to you people. The change of the C. I. 0. is that they
should
present,
over
seamen
regard
in
to
vote on their own agreements
several states or between any state
be amended to exclude "employee
would be this, that you would be go along anyway. That
El
is the genMoved and seconded that we acwithout any Interference by Lie
and any place outside thereof or wages, working conditions, and representation committee or plan"
Two Blocks to Labor Temple
setting up national unions to func- eral rule, majority rule.
In
view
manning
subsidized
scales
on
mercept the report and that it be pubC. I. O.?
*within the District of Columbia.
which would legalize company untion on all coasts and carry the of this circumstance and
in
view lished in the VOICE OF THE FEDBROPHY, A.: Of course, that
Now our interpretation. of the chant ships, and as we have every ions;
complete result of organizational of what you. said today,
that the ERATION, with all the questions
is the way it is today with C. benefits along the several coasts
words "and any place outside faith in the ability and competency
S.W. 3rd & Main
(Page 6)—That the exceptions
C. L 0. is not trying to force any- and
answers, and that each deleI. 0. unions. After all, the C. I.
thereof" Would imply that this of the Commission to handle our under the definition of "strikePORTLAND
of the country. That is the advan- one to join, I ask if you
think it gate send an official communicaaffairs, we feel that for the present
0. is not a frightful octopus
Headquarters for M.F. Delegates
tage from affiliation.
brcaker" be omitted, since ship
would
be
wise
to
take
a vote by tion to the respective locals urgtime that that jurisdiction should
such as industrialists picture It.
El
scabs would not be then included
EXTEND STRUCTURE
craft or by referendum?
not be hampered or impaired by
has got to let the industrial
It
in the turn;
words,
PEABODY,
other
In
Q.:
BROPHY,
A.:
That
is a difficult
any legislation that would be conunions control their own mathat would be an extension of the question, I will admit. If this con- 1:1
(Page 14)—Clause 3, and Page
flicting. However, we do not care
SEAMEN!
chinery.
present structure to a national vention feels competent to act on
Leave us Haul Your Baggage to
to isolate ourselves from any bene- 16, Clause 3, that the word "pri- •
Attorneys - Sailors' Unir,*1 Of
-•
and from the Slip
scale?
this problem I think here is an opthe Pacific, Portland
fits which could be accrued by this marily" be inserted after "conUnion
I.
C.
0.
MOVING
IN
BROPHY, A.: That is, it would portunity to answer the A. F. of L.
bill. As it is only in the recent sider" so that union contracts shall
RADIO
MOORE, Q.: Would the C. I. 0. mean this, that the seamen as such as it has expressed itself at
MEMBER SAILORS UNION
past that seamen, through or- provide the minimum wage and
the
And Electrical Specialty
consider
moving, into those A. F. could be organized in a national Cincinnati conference just recently,
Phont Sailors Hall, EL. 6752
standards;
hour
ganized efforts, have managed to
REPAIRING
86 SENECA ST.
SEATTLE
1228 S.W. 4th Ave.
have their standards of wages and
(Page 19)—That Section 6 (c) of L. unions already established? union and affiliate directly with You can answer v_ery promptly just
AT. 0646
1003 CORBETT BLDG.
ra living conditions raised, we feel (3) be omitted since the steamship BROPHY, A.: The C. I. 0. may the C. I. O. The same is true of what your position is on this quesEl
5th and Morrison
that on Page 12, Part 2, Section 4, owners could then deduct from our be compelled to do many things to the longshoremen. It may be true tion of affiliation. There is noth- ••-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•÷4-4.-4.44-10El
Paragraph (c) that caution should wages for our meals and sleeping protect itself that it doesn't desire of other groups within your set-up. ing in the way of that. That
Open Day and Night
qi
"You All Know"
to do. Undoubtedly the C. I. 0. will It would mean that you would con- should be the method of handling
1
be observed by this committee in quarters.
(1 and 2)
Coffee
Pot
Restaurant
stand up for its rights to the full- tinue the Pacific Coast Federation It. However, if there are other
1
giving the proposed labor board
—905 Alaska WayOYSTER GROTTO
(Page 29)—Section 14, line 6, "as
AND
!
- 105 Pike St. —
the power to lower labor standards far as practicable" be struck out so est extent. It isn't going to toler- here and have it function in the complications I am not aware of,
1228 S.W. Third Ave.
BEER
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so that in no case should these that the advisory committee will ate action such as you describe, fashion that you do now. It would you have got to determine that. I
Near Convention Hall
Pay Checks Cashed
9th at Everett
I
PORTLAND, ORE.
standards be lowered to an extent. have union men only representing and if it becomes necessary to en- mean that as you gain complete am afraid that no matter what I
•-•-•
Phone AT. 8026
PORTLANDI
fields
ter
that
we
stay
prefer
strength
to
there
needs
in the same have said in the matter you have
that would deprive us of the gains labor.
•
CI
la
out of we will just enter them, fashion as the Pacific Coast Fed- got to make your own decision.
we have already made. In fact,
PiIONE ELIOT 111175
I
4.-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•
p1 E It 2
And be it further resolved, that
that
is
all.
eration
meets the need here. It is do want to impress upon you the
the seamen feel that any revision our legislative representativ
I "Members of the Maritime
e be reMOORE, Q.: On the executive an extension of an organization importance of acting promptly
of wage scales in the Maritime In- quested
Federation prefer"
on
to support the Bill in accommittee
of
the
is
from
how
C. I. 0.,
one to other coasts, a building this question, both in your own industry for some time to come
cord with the above.
P ERIODICALS — LUNCH ES
it made up and what is it com- up of the national power of the terests and in the
should be upward as we have long
interests of a
1318 S.W. Third Ave.
The amendments proposed by posed of?
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"All our Drivers, Union"
Maritime Unions through the coun- large union membership governed
been among that class of workers
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this resolution were recommended
Portland, Ore.
Portland, Ore.
Broadway 1211
BROPHY, A.: At present the ex- try.
who were underpaid and overby the desire to advance the proand read into the record at the ecutive committee
••-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•••••-•-•
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worked.
gram of the C. I. 0. My recomhearing. These amendments were the
•
•
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MINIMUM WAGES
Union House
mendation is that you act speedily
subject for some discussion by ions.
PEABODY,
We Store Your Gear
Q.:
This
is
one
The
executive committee is
"In the matter of establishing a
and that you act through this body
Meals - Tobacco - Beer
When in Portland Meet the
members of the joint committee.
supposition which is possible
composed of a chairman, the secredefinite standard of a minimum
Gang at
Maw and Laura's
but not probable. Supposing
tary, and the director. The three
Where Seamen Congregate
wage and maximum work week,
that the' international of the I.
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people are the executive commitmany advantages could accrue
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L. A. with Ryan at the head
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who carry out the administraFirst and Yesier Seattle, Wash. through this for the workers in
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cide to go into the C. I. 0. as an
cordance with the policies laid
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international. In that case
workers in industry who have long
OAKLAND, June 16.-1. L. A. down by the committee.
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would Ryan, as a ranking offiClose to the Front
MOORE, Q.: I was wondering if
established a n d well organized Ladies' Auxiliary No 7 will give a
310 East Heron
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cial, be placed on the C. I. 0.
ABERDEEN, WASHINGTON
trade unions. It has always been hard times dance Saturday, June 26, the new unions in their affiliations
top committee?
the policy of the employer in in- for the benefit of the proposed with the C. I. 0. were represented?
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RYAN GAVE ANSWER
BROPHY, A.: They get a seat
dustry where minimum wages have camp for the children of maritime
2nd and W. Burnside
BEER and WINE
BROPHY,
In Aberdeen
A.: Well, I don't
been established, to keep the em- workers.
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need to answer that. Ryan
ployee's wages down on a level as
The dance will be held at PorEXPULSION
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answered
it himself at Cincinnear the minimum as possible.
SAN FRANCISCO (FP). — The
ter's Hall, 1918 Grove Street, and
Bud Wilson, Prop.
Union Drivers
nati. He said, "I have nothing to
"On Page 19, Lines 14 to 17, in- will last from 8 p. m. until 1 a. m. Bay District Council of Carpenters
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clusive (read). Great care should Music will be furnished by the Hill has expelled President Frank M. do with the C. I. 0. It is a devil
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to me. I am opposed to it and
be observed to minimize the activi- Billy orchestra, it was announced Lintner of the Workers Alliance of
Red Milligan and "Queen" Marie
A place where sailors meet
I am going to fiGht it." Ryan
ties of employers in sponsoring the by re. Clara Davis, Auxiliary pub- California on the charge of dual
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95 Seneca St.
Complete Furnishings
Seattle, Wash. use of 'company houses' and 'com- licity chairman.
has answered that question.
unionism. The Workers Alliance, an
i
Near I, S. U. Hall
pany stores' where this situation is
N.E. Cor. 3d and Burnside
The Auxiliary held a joint meet- unemployed organization, is strong- •
•
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Tack

Winston
'
s

PEACE ON HARPOON

11111111111]

CIO Unions In
Ohio Form

New
Band Will Play
S. S. Coy-a,
Honolulu, T. H.,
WHEREAS, The strategy of the
Resolution submitted by Brother
Portland, Ore.,
At Salavery, Rep. of Peru, rank and file seamen
June 3, 1937.
Labor Council
has defeated
Sat., June 12, 1937. "Blackey" D'Ambrosio at the joint
At Union Affair
June 2nd, 1937. the maneuvers of the phonies to dis- Jim O'Neil, Editor (present and
meeting,
To
the
May
Editor,
10, 1937, S. S. HarTO the Editor,
rupt our militant and progressive
future).
CLEVELAND, June 16 (FP).—
poon, at sea.
Voice of the Federation:
Voice of the Federation,
Voice of the Federation,
program, and
With
Members
an enthusiastic roar itaf yeas,
and
friends
of
orBrothers
Referrin
,
the
g to a slogan of a well
purpose of the folSan Francisco, Calif.
WHEREAS, Since we formed the San Francisco, Calif.
known labor leader now in jail, lowing resolution is the authentic ganized labor will gather in Dream- delegates to the United Labor ConDear Brother:
National Maritime Union, severing Dear Editor:
San Francisco, gress of Cleveland, composed of
" . . . Obey the rules, do a good report of the action taken by the land And
I have been instructed by the
I often wonder if the average
all
relations with the officialdom of
day's work and stick up for your crews of the S. S. Harpoon and S.S. Saturday night, June 19, for the locals sympathetic to the Commitdeck department of this vessel to
the International Seamen's Union Rank and Filer realizes just how rights . . ."
Windrush in forcing the Shepard mammoth benefit ball and enter- tee for Industrial Organiza
forward you a SHORT, SHORT
Pontiac Headquarters
tion,
and the American Federation of many different kinds of union men
This recalls an incident which Line to sign agreement with the tainment to be given under the unanimously voted to form a CleveSTORY which is as follows:
there
are
federatio
in
the
n.
GenLabor, we and our leadership have
just occurred on the S. S. DORO- West Coast District Unions and auspices of one of the largest un- land industrial Council of the
Meeting called to order on board
C.
ions in San Francisco—the Conbeen the target for many slander- erally speaking, I would say that THY CAHILL. A man
I. 0.
S. S. Coya at port of Mollendo,
who joined the changing of the ship's articles:
there
are
distincti
three
ve
classes,
struction and General Laborers',
ous attacks which 110 doubt emathe ship immediately following the
Peru, at 7 p.m., May 28th, by deck
WHEREAS: There existed a sitThe new central labor body will
Local No. 261, which numbers
nated from those opposed to our to-wit:
strike
and
who
guided
was
uation
by
where
department, consisting of TEN
this
East Coast men are
represen
t more than 50,000 workers,
Union
(1)
Consciou
s;
(2)
Job
slogan, suddenly found himself not allowed to sail on West Coast nearly 5,000 members.
MEN FOR purpose of discussing policy and struggle for national
its spokesmen say. The Cleveland
—A—
Consciou
Super-Milit
s;
(3)
ant.
unity
of
all
seamen,
and
Several thousand people are ex- Federati
beached and a replacement called ships, and
the King, Ramsey, Conner and Moon of Labor, one of the first
Regarding the first group. From
pected to attend the affair, of
WHEREAS, There are scattered
for. Upon investigation of this indesto Frame-up.
central bodies in America to be
WHEREAS: This situation will
observation, it appears to me that
which all proceeds will be devoted
cident, it was found that after four strain the
At 7:15 p.m. motion that we assess groups of disrupters who profess to
split, has an estimated membership
relationship between
far too many of this very valua.ble
to the union's sick and disability
months aboard the ship without any East and West
ourselves $5.00 (five dollars) each be "rank and file" seamen, but up- group are going
of 100,000 workers without the susCoast seamen makto seed, in that
fund.
censure by the chief engineer. He ing it impossib
and send $50.00 (fifty dollars) to on investigation prove neither mempended locals.
le for a National
no man, in my opinion, can really
bers of the I. S. U. nor members of
was suddenly made the target with Maritime Union
the King; Ramsey, Conner and
A feature of the affair will be
of the seamen's
MoBeryl Peppercorn, bespectacled,
be classified as 100 per cent union
National
Maritime
Union,
the following complaints filed groups which would
music by Jack Winston and his
desto Defense Committee's, carried the
lay the basis'
soft-spoken manager of the Cleveconscious unless he is also 100 per
therefor
e
be
it
against him.
unanimously. A cheque for fifty
for a National Maritime Federation "Southern Swing" band, an orches- land joint hoard, Amalgam
cent class and politically conscious.
ated
1. Continuously late turning to and
tra credited with combining the
RESOLVED, That in order to
dollars was obtained from the BanClothing Workers of America, is
This statement may savor of
at 8:00 a.m.
co lienano at Lima, Peru on June prevent our newly formed organ"sweetness" of slow dance rhythm
president of the labor congress
radicalism, etc., but on realization
WHEREAS: The West Coast
with the pep of the new style
2. Staying away from engine
1st and forwarded to the Secretary ization, the National Maritime
and probably will head the new inUnions went on record endorsing
of the present tremendous strides
room longer than necessary when
"swing." Winston and his boys, a
of Sailors' Union of the Pacific,
at Union, from being harrassed by being made by labor not only here
dustrial council.
the Rank-and-File of the East Coast,
oiling steering engine and calling
San Francisco unit of union musiSan Francisco, for said committe
es. these mentioned elements whose but on a world-wide basis and also
and
One of the first actions of the
cians, have just returned from
watch.
That the donation shall be equal- purpose is to raise various issues taking into
consideration the situacouncil was to protest scheduled
WHEREAS: The crews of the Texas, where
3. An insolent attitude towards
they were a featured
ly divided between the Modesto at union meetings with the inten- tion in Germany
and the very obfirings of 'WPA workers and to
Harpoon and Win drush brought attractio
licensed engineers.
n during the Texas CenDefense Committee and the King tion of disrupting the meetings by vious fact
that Fascism would
demand reduction of street car
about an understanding with the tennial.
4.
Making
attempti
unnecess
ng
ary
to
arouse confusion, we never
noise in
Ramsey, Conners Defense Commithave been able to take confares. A committee was appointed
engineer's quarters when engineers S.U.P. that there shall be no disnow see the necessity for safeguardtee, and a receipt be sent to
Stars of radio, night clubs and
the
trol if the membership of the labor
to outline plans for a campaign for
crimination shown in shipping men
were
off
ing
ourselve
watch.
s,
our
union
vaudeville are expected to offer enfollowing donators: A. Andersen,
and our organizations had
been educated
lower fares through municipal ownThis man stuck up for his rights aboard ships of the Shepard Line tertainment specialties, in addition
Bosun, book No. 916 S.U.P.; M. union's leadership from outsiders along both class
and political lines.
ership if necessary.
and in fact all ships, and
when
requesti
who
ng
approxim
are
members
not
ately
$70
to the general dancing.
of the NaOpunui, A.B., book No. 2043 S.U.P.;
WEAK SISTERS
WHEREAS: It was endorsed
in overtime for himself and two
tional Maritime Union; who do not
MARTIN OPPOSES
W. Leideceker, A.B., book No.
A. P. Devlin is chairman of the
2773
The second group hardly requires
DETROIT (FP).—A strong apfellow oilers for soogeeing paint- unanimously at a headquarters arrangements committee. Adm.'s.
agree with our policies but seek to
SUP.; J. Nicholas, A.B., book
any comment—in this group one
No.
peal that grievances be handled
ing the main engine in port. membership meeting of the S.U.P. sion to the dance will be 50
discredit us through their slimy
1560 SIT.?.; G. Jahn, A.B., book
cents.
finds the weak sisters, finks, rats
No.
And Remember
through the international rather
This chief engineer seldom recog- Harry Lundeberg presiding, and at
tactics, we therefore
3592 S.U.P.; 0. Kemp, A.B.,
and stooges for the shipowners,
book
which Brother "Blackey" D'Amthan
by
resort
nizes
to
the
unauthor
No. 1888 S.U.P.; J. C.
Port
Committ
ized
unless
stopee,
Attend
Your
RESOLV
Union
E,
To
be firm and strict etc.; their attitude generally is that
Meeting
Crooks, A.B..
pages is made by President Homer
pressure is brought, at times re- brosio was spokesman for the crew
book No. 2707 S.U.P.; H. fickle- with those who enter our union as long
We Have the
as they get their "coffee
of
the
Harpoon
, and
fuses to take overtime slips from
1C3 Martin of the United Automobile
haupt, OS., book No. 4125; L. Ben- halls and as a guide we constitute and"---to hell with the union
and
Workers of America in a letter to
the ship's delegate and repeatedly
WHEREAS: The S. S. Harpoon
son, 0.S., book No. 4126 S.U.P.;
everybody else. The fight for betA. the following:
Largest Stock of
officers and members of locals in
Leczner, 0.S., permit man.
(a) That non-members shall be ter conditions they are content to refuses to approve legitimate over- is manned by both East and West
General
Motors
Coast
time
plants,
handed
seamen
"The
to
and
us in the 1937 agreevery
if one union can
We wish to mention that we have invited to union meetings, but shall leave to their more militant
brothlife of any labor organization deexist aboard ship, it can exist
ment.
not been able to buy any
ers, they themselves preferring not
kind of a have NO VOICE NOR VOTE.
Eight men shipped. Shipping
pends on how well that organizaIsn't it about time that a man ashore as well, and
(b) That no member of the union to jeopardize their piecards with
newspaper either LABOR OR CAPbrisk.
tion keeps its contracts and agreein his position learned that we have
ITALIST since leaving San Fran- who is more than three (3) months the company.
WHEREAS: We know that our
*
*
*
ments," Martin states.
a Maritime Federation, which he action has laid a precedent towards
cisco, Calif., on March 27th last, in arrears with dues shall be qualiThey belong definitely on the
should
be
part
With the exception of Panama,
of
and
recogniz
fied
abolishin
to
e
a
serve
g
all
RS
CHAIRM
discrimi
AN, RE- other side of the fence.
nation and a
and
man's four months' services, do- correct lead towards what
While at Balboa we contacte
all Sea- I 397 men dispatched last week,
The last group is what one could
d Mr. CORDING SECRETARY or SERVE
ing his duty day after day, without men want, namely, One
S. Brady, who assisted
Union, E and a few for longshore work.
us in union AS A MEMBER OF ANY COMMIT- call "the dangerous group" and is
- Rather slow.
therefore be it
activities during the 1935-1937 TEE WHICH THE MEMBERSHIP composed of the ambitious would- a day off in any port.
Is it fair that this man should
*
*
*
Strike and he consented to take MAY DEEM NECESSARY TO be misleaders of labor; their
RESOLVED: That we, the Crew
miliPORTLAND, Oreg. (UNS)—
suddenly find another man to take
care of distributing the Voice
ELECT,
and
be
it
lastly
of
the
-S.
tancy
S.
(which
Harpoon
in itself is necessary
, assembled at
of the
Charging that the teamsters and
RESOLVED, That this resolution In any labor organization) by not his place, without any warning or a joint meeting aboard the
Federation at Panama. If the EdiPicking up, but still below par.
ship,
carpenters unions of the A. F. of
knowledge that these charges were
tor wishes to have him do
go on record requesting the S.U.P., Permit men getting some work.
so his ad- be sent to all ship's crews, all being tempered with logic, can
L. are attempting to break up their
*
*
*
branches and to the District Com- steer the "Good Ship Unionism" filed against him?
dress is BOX No. 168,
M.F.O.W.W. and the M. C. & S.
Balboa,
local, members of Furniture WorkOVERRULED BEFORE
mittee of the National Maritime from the true course of progressive
Canal Zone.
of the Pacific to immediately abolers Local No. 1482, appealed to the
Further evidence shows that in
Editor. Would appreciate if you Union for concurrence and pub- unionism towards the rocks of disish all discriminations that exist
190 men shipped, 28 for long- Federation of Wood-Worker
the
past
s for asthis
chief
engineer
was against all Seamen, and be it furfind space in your Rank
shore work.
& File lished in the "PILOT" and the aster. In other words, "Company
sistance and advice. They were adColumn for this article, as we wish "VOICE OF THE FEDERATION." Unionism," which form of unionism overruled by decisions granted by ther
* * *
vised to elect committees to meet
to do away with shoreme
NOTE: This resolution drafted would not tolerate the Maritime the company for overtime for fire- RESOLV
n keeping
ED:
That
the
East
M.
Coast
C. & S.
with the executive hoard of the
anchor watch. Officials of the W. and sponsored by the crew of SS. Federation of the Pacific and men for blowing tubes at sea.
About 150 men shipped. Quiet Federation and
Rank-and-File do likewise, thereby
the representatives
These rulings were made without
R. Grace Company have for years "W. C. FAIRBANKS," Pure Oil would certainly sabotage the future
establishing a rotary system of i last week, hut better this week. of all woodwor
kers groups of the
referring to the port committee. The
Company, June 9, 1937.
issued orders to their J. C.
* *
formation of a "Democratic Nashipping without any preferences of
vessels
northwest for the purpose of recompany showed their co-operation
as follows: While
(Signed by all members of the tional Maritime Federati
the vessels are
on."
any kind, and he it finally
S.
1.J.
P.
sisting the craft-splitting campaign.
by
merely
reading
the
in ports on the
rules
and
crew,
SS.
"W.
C.
FAIRBA
NKS.")
SUPER-MILITANTS
West Coast of
RESOLVED; That we, the crew 3 291 men shipped, 5 for longrecognizing them, and paying this
Port Arthur, Texas,
South America shore
The super-militents also belong
shoring, Good week. Not quite
watchmen
of
the Harpoon, shall pay dues to
Attend Your Union Meeting
overtime as rapidly as the Portland
should be employed. The deck deon that side of the fence where
so good this week,
our respective unions until the One
Agent
could
have it ratified by the
• • •
Partment of this vessel, however,
one also finds their co-workers—
Union objective is arrived at.
did not agree with such orders RESOLUTION ADOPTED BY THE the job-conscious—the union mis- head office in San Francisco.
We hereby affix our names and
It appears that as tong as a man
CREW OF THE S. S. WEST fits—the Hunters,
when they were carried out at,
10 permanent jobs, 3 night enGranges, Carlbook numbers that this resolution
the
agrees with this chief engineer and
NILUS AT SEA, MAY, 1937:
French and Italian Dinners
°Pen port of Mollendo, Peru on
gineers.
sons and all the other Hearstians
be proven authentic and that it may
May
his ideas of overtime, and his inWHEREAS, King, Ramsey and of labor, conscious
* * C *
8th, 1937. And not being
or otherwise,
be sent to the Headquarters Branch
willing
terpretations of the working rules,
Conner have been sentenced on a who do not belong in
to risk our lives
with perhaps an
the ranks of
of each District Union on both
and ignores the port committee his
Everybody w or k i ng. Very
unskilled m a n keeping anchor weirdly framed-up charge, and
Progressive Unionism.
coasts for concurrence or non-conjob is secure, if not, PACK UP.
WHEREAS, These men were put
good.
Watch and (non union at that)
In the Voice edition of May 27th
currence and also a copy to the
(The Best of Everything)
and
It is not the object of this letter
in jail for union activities, there- an article was publishe
Until such dispute was brought
glIMO.M1.•411•11.1.11.M.ONI...0.1.11.00111.0*MIDO 4.1111.0.11111111.1.
I.S.U. Pilot and to the Voice of the
d entitled,
beto go into lengthy details and techfore be it
fore the PORT COMMIT
"Call to Action"—by the ProgresFederation.
TEE TO
nicalities on why the man was
Pretty slow, but pickup shortRESOLVED, That we go on rec- sive Union Committee,
DECIDE we decided to take job acwhich com(Signed)
Good Food Select Refreshments
forced from the ship, this has alord vehemently protesting, this mittee is definitely anti-Bri
ly.
tion even though
Adamo D'Ambrosio, 2 yr. Prob.
dges—
the agreement
ready
At The
been
clearly
shown,
but to
states there shall be no job action frame-up and that we support these anti this and anti-that and also
Li
Book No. 154, E. & G. S. A.
ask for "fair play" from the librothers both morally and finan- anti-unionistic — in
as we are unwillin
other words,
James T. Mullin, S.U.P., Bk. No.
g to lay in our
censed personnel, and give credit
bunks for the next few months cially, and be it finally
THE SUPER-MILITANTS.
4555.
where credit is due.
RESOLVED, That a copy of this
With an inexperienced
Brothers, you know on what side
H. Alexander, MF.W.W., No.
man on
a ad
THE
CREW
OF
THE
watch, and run the risk of losing resolution be sent to the VOICE OF of the fence you belong—you know
258.
S.S. DOROTHY CAHILL.
THE FEDERATION.
our lives, by perhaps
where
THEY
belong — THEY
A. Streker, E. G., No. 8183.
being rammed
BLACK GANG.
A. BUTWIA, 443 M.F.O.W.
and sunk by another
WANT ACTION—WELL, GIVE IT
Edward Lynch, E. & G. S. A.
vessel in fog,
B. GINSBERG, 247 M.F.O.W.
When laying at anchor, etc.,
TO THEM NOW—PRESERVE UNWilliam Best, E. G. S. A., 6749.
and
GOING STRONG
leave such to be settled by any
ITY IN THE MARITIME FEDERAClifford Hubbard, Permit Card
unDuncan, B. C..
ion official.
TION OF THE PACIFIC — ENM. C. S.
June 10, 1937.
BEST PLACE TO EAT ON
76 Embarcadero
We claim such work comes with- RESOLUTION ADOPTED BY THE DORSE A UNITY CONVENTION
Albert Gale, W. C., 1381, M. C. S.
F.
"The
Voice of the Federation,"
THE WATERFRONT
CREW
OF
THE
S.
S.
WEST
in our jurisdiction, and don't
AT
YOUR
-0-1-0-4-4-4-4-4-1-4-0-4-4-4-4s4-41-4-Nefeeeefees
UNION
MEETIN
GS,
John
A
Nestor,
S.U.P.,
2064,
Prob.
re
120 Golden Gate Avenue,
NILUS AT SEA, MAY, 1937:
CONVENTION
quire a PORT COMMITTEE to tell
COMPOSED OF
Frank McWhirt, No. 9326, M. F.
San Frincisco, Calif.
GOOD FOOD
WHEREAS, The present political THE TRUE REPRESENTATI
Us such.
VES
0. W.
And as it has been the
Dear
Sir:
party in' office 'WIC 'been very un- OF THE EAST COAST,
PLENT
Y OF IT
custom for years we decided
THE
Orvil, Reco, No. 267, M. F. 0. W.
to
Find enclosed one dollar for reGULF AND THE WEST COAST.
change it right there and then, as friendly to organized labor, and
&
W.
UNION
M•OE
newal for six months subscription.
WHEREAS, the present adminBUILD A NATIONAL MARIWe presume the hotels where
A. B. Johnson, M. F. 0. W., E. C.
labor istration
Sure enjoy reading your paper;
AUTHORIZED
is the advocator of the TIME FEDERATION NOW.
fakere and port committ
10414.
ee Officials notoriou
keep up the good work. Just one
s anti-labor "Copeland Bill,"
Yours for unity of the East and
, and men who draw up agreemen
Charles
H. Cash, S.U.P., No. 3114.
CAN TBUSTINI
ts which
of Chemainus Blacklisted Longis so detrimental to. our West,
With the shipowne
Sebastian Fermendez, M. F. 0. W.
WORKGOODS
rs are guarded
shoreme
n.
The
spirits
boys
of
the
unions, therefore be it
at night
SERVICE
THOMAS McLEAN,
No. 6671.
while they sleep by effiare high to see the I. L. A. estabRESOLVED, That we go on rec- Book No 2607, Marine Cooks'
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representing themselves as governPortland, Oregon,
PORTLAND, Ore., .June 16.—
The long fight of the Rank and File on the East Coast
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looking for Harry Lundeberg, secPhone ORdway 3241
to obtain democratic expression wihtin the I.S.U., and their
San Francisco, Calif.
getting the C.I.O. resolution on the
Although you have not heard
retary-treasurer of the Sailors' Unfailure is a well-known story, as is their futile efforts to
Acting Editor
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Maritime Federation convention from us before, we would like to
ion of the Pacific; John Schomaker,
obtain any ;justice in their appeal to the A. F. of L. The floor, the Pacific Coast I.L.A. deledelegate from 38-79, and Harry
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officials of the A. F. of L. of course chose to back the re- gates met in caucus and unani- the progress of the VOICE for some
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BART MALONE
spread fear among the delegates.
in the long fight on the picket line C.I.O.? Yes--No.
They didn't get to first base."
*Entered as second-class matter. October 19, 1936, at the post office at gains they had made
We formed the auxiliary to the
Ban Francisco, California, under the Act of March 3, 1879."
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couraged with the set-back they had received within the certain delegates were able to destolen.
Details of the espionage
like to mention that the Marine
Maritime Federation of the Pacific Coast-24 Calif. St., San Francisco I.S.U. This they did, and on May 8th, 1937, the National
were reported to the hotel authorlay action.
Firemen did well in this by donatMaritime Union was born. The men were so discouraged The first time the matter was ing the services of their car so we Rozaities who hotly protested it couldn't
Schomaker Is Chosen happen in their
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thrown on the floor was when Mr. could visit prospective members, by
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Brophy, the national C.I.O. di- giving us the proceeds of the cafeElection
. Mayor LaGuardia of New York, in -his annual presen- that they flocked into the new union in droves. In a rector, addressed the convention teria (with expenses paid) at the
whispering wires led to the dictaspace of time, the National Maritime Union has job
phone, Bridges remarked:
tation of medals for distinguished services to firemen and short
and after a lengthy discourse stres- dance they held, etc.
SAN FRANCISCO, June 16.—
in most ports and recognition of 90 per cent of sed the need for immediate action.
control
"They must have pretty hungry
policemen of the city, spoke an editorial which every
Pollowing a brief meeting, I.L.A.
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time.
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Maritime Union is virtually in control of the East Coast. of the Master Mates and Pilots. should have the facts on hand be- After the installation
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welcome to see it by requesting
for it.
We hope that we can prove ourselves useful to the Maritime Federation and are always willing to
help in any campaign that they may
conduct as a whole or as individual
unions.
Sincerely,
MRS. THOMAS BURNS,
Secretary.
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cinch that he's picking up a pilot who under the C.I.O.!
JOSEPH CURRAN, General Organizer,
knows the waters round-about. And with two divorces to
National Maritime Union of America.
her credit, she evidently knows where a few of the shoals
and rocks are located. She should be able to miss 'em
this trip.
And believe you me, a pint-sized brunette, with plenty
of pep is worth any tarnished crown that the Church of
England can set on the empty head of any modern ruler.
.Whether you agree with me or not—the fact remains that
'Eddie does. He chose to be the third mate of a trim little
American craft—when he could have remained the commander in chief and admiral of the whole British navy.
WASHINGTON, June 16.—The
J. D. O.

CALL ELECTION
ON THREE LINES
AMONG SAILORS

Labor Relations Board
has ordered elections among unlicensed personnel on ships of the
National

Quick Watson, the Needle, the
A. F. of L.'s Asleep Again
Perhaps some good union men still believe the American Federation of Labor executive council is sincerely interested in organization of the unorganized, and is not
guilty of strikebreaking.
Well, listen to what Rowland Watson, American Fed-

eration of Labor "organizer" for Northern California, told
the San Francisco Labor Council last week: '
' "There isn't any union that has a right to organize
workers that belong to other unions."

International Mercantile Marine
and its affiliates between the National Maritime Union and the International Seamen's Union.
The elections, which will take
several weeks, will undoubtedly be
overwhelmingly in favor of the
NWT. They will he conducted on
ships operated by 1MM, the Luckenba.ch Steanialiip Company and the
Black Diamond Steamship Corporation.

DAVE HARRINGTON.
Maritime Federation Convention,
Labor Temple, Portland, Oregon.
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KROESEN'S
MEN'S FURNISHINGS
Pre-Shrunk Tailor Made
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515 Harbor Blvd. 614 Beacon St.
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1
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Brophy Speaks Before Convention; Outlines CIO Plan
and to

with the A. F. of L.
cases, results have been achieved the mass production industries
see to membership they had
recruited in John L. Lewis that had the courfurther the attempt to have the
without a sign of battle because
the first year of the new deal had age and determination to go
concerned was one of defeat, (
A. F. of L. modify its principles.
we have built up the army, and In
through
with
this
dissipated like snow before the
task, and he will
of ineffectiveness. The work
Almost immediately following the
some cases employers recognized
sun. Those left splintered into A. recognize that the dOor of opporit without a struggle. There is a those of them that were alscrt
set-up of that committee, or within
tunity
opens
and
F. of L. unions and independent
if he doesn't enter
a few weeks' time, when we deflexible
principle and program get- interested in organization, re
unions and a whole raft of this this door and take full advantage
ting
clared to labor and the world genresults. As we go forward nized instinctively that the ci
of it then many, many years may
type of organization.
what
erally that what we wanted to do
do we get from this? The program and policy didn't fit lb
elapse before another opportunity
UNITE FOR POWER
leadership
was not to weaken but strengthen
of the craft organiza- requirements and insofar as ti
"Our first message to these un- comes, and having learned from the tions in
the American Federation of Labor
th'.;
A. F. of L. were well allied themselves with that sort
school of experience that the safety
in the midst of the struggle while a program defeated disillusionm
by bringing in these new members, ions was, "Unite. Unite on a basis for the Miner's
Union, or any one
ized in greater numbers than here- almost immediately the executive that will give power." This was a
we had men on strike, as in the was the result, and we found a f
union
lies
in
organizing
other inpowerful
appeal
to
the
workers
for
auto
industry some 'months ago lag off of the worker.
tofore if labor was to go forward, council of the American Federation
them to join a union, an industrial dustries, then when opportunity while we
"When the C.I.O. Was going f
reprimande
publicly
d
us
were negotiating with
for
atcame he seized it and was willing
and if we were to preserve the
the employers these A. F. of L. ward there was a steady !nese
tempting to put forward that pro- union, the kind of union that your and did use to the
full
the surplus
union gains that had been made,
leaders were sending telegrams de- In the workers. That is
gram, and shortly thereafter, when experience requires, and that you resources of his
Miners'
so we asked the craft union leaders we were asked to disband the com- Instinctively know you must have,
manding that there be no agree- because even though we barb t
along
with
the
aid
that
came from
on that basis, with that mesment
made with the United Auto program and this policy there w
PORTLAND, Ore., June 16.—Following is the full text to name a number of industries in mittee and refused, the executive and
sage, we did win unity, effective others, to take up this task.
Workers. These craft unions had a great stream of labor intere
of the speech made June 9 to the 1937 convention of the which the industrial union should council, without right of law or Unity, for them,
"Now, this is important, the work
and organization
no actual membership, no right to and desire for organization, whi
Maritime Federation of the Pacific by John Brophy, direc- be tried out and to support that precedent, and without any justi- went on apace with the result that that the C.1.O, has done along this make
claims, and did it all for the explains also to some degree t
fication in the experience and pracorganizing
campaign, and
we
tor of the Committee for Industrial Organization:
you know now from accounts that broad front of non-unionism in purpose
of obstructing, as in the program made.
thought we had reached an agree- tice of the American Federation,
"Mr. President, Officers and Delegates of the Maritime ment in San Francisco in 1934. A arbitrarily suspended these unions appeared in the public press. Of the establishing organization. It is im- steel splitting, that force attempt- "Now, then, what further is hei
big three industrialists that control portant for the workers in these ing to build
up organisation, and done about this? We
Federation of the Pacific: I feel that I am in the house of formula was arrived at, and some from membership.
find th
automobile manufacturing, two of industries. It is important for the following
the suspension of our just recently there was It cont
HE ASKS "WHY?"
friends, among workers animated by the same spirit and three or four or five industries were
them have signed contracts. In the workers in those industries. It is unions we
Purposes as the Committee for Industrial Organization. named in which the industrial union Why did they do that? Why did other, thousands of these workers also important for the old, estab• sued from find that letters are is- ence of A. P. of L. leaders Iii C
the present
cinnati, and at this conference 0
idea should be applied
We, throughout the middle-west and east, where much of tempt to organize them,inandthe at- they commit an illegal act not have joined this union. Here is a lished union, for your union, for council of the A. F. of L. executive
to bosses side of the general complaint th
after against a few elements but against
my
union,
and
even
the
craft union. of the
our activities have taken place, have not been anconscious the convention adjourned and when a combination of unions in which a great union that has come into
state federations demanding flowed from them against the
Do you
of the fact that here on the Pacifid Coast, particularly it came to putting into effect a million w o r ker a were enrolled, being because there was au effect- ganized know that when we or- the purge of local C.I.O. affiliates. I.O. the only result
'How. c
rubber,
the
basic
industry We find
ive program, a correct type of orthat there is not an idea we offset this force, this CI.
among the maritime unions, there was a vigorous labor good resolution, we found that the against some eight unions that had ganization, and the support
of a town like Akron in Ohio, when
of
of constructive nature coming out force that is out to organize t
force going forward, building up a power of labor along craft minded, shortsighted leader- long years of affiliation with the leadership as expressed in the C. we organized the rubber industry of athis
craft union group that con- workers throughout the country
ship within the executive council A. F. of L.? Why did they do that?
the western run of states, and, knowing that we felt that began
I. 0. to back up their work. Their the other service trades in the city trols the
affairs of the A. F. of L. a scale and in accordance irfth
to interpret this resolution For the same reason that they reproper
unorganize
d
before
natuwe had your understanding, we of the C.I.O., had your un- so that it had no meaning and pur- fused to find out the facts at At- first results were secured organiprogram that has some possibili
CALLS
IT OBSTRUCTION
zationally and in the way of wages rally gravitated into unions? We
"It is only obstruction. In some of result?" and they decided
derstanding and sympathy in the purposes for which the pose and attempted to insist upon lantic City in October, 1935. For and conditions
not
only
organized
half a million
without any similar
(Continued on Page 10)
C.I.O. stands and so I say it is with some pleasure that I their craft union demands, their the very ,same reason they sus- showing in any industry. Here is a men into the C.I.O. but added hun- instances it is worse, We want
unity, we of the C.I.O. We want
paper
claims
jurisdiction
of
, You pended the Committee for Indusdreds
am here this morning to talk to you in some detail about
otif
thousands
to
the
membercomplete new industry for the first
know they wanted to divide the trial Organization, or rather, the
ship of the craft unions by the re- unity. We, like every other labortime substantially organized.
the
coast arbitrarily and say this is unions comprising it. They did that
sults of our work. It is true the ing man, worship at the shrine of
"The same is true of steel. Steel
BRINGS GREETINGS
my territory and mine alone, We because they suspected that if they
labor unity, but real unity, not a
for thirty-five or more years, ever craft upions won't recognize it, the fake unity,
"When the invitation to the chair- purposes, but we have a right to had no quarrel with that if they permitted
not a term that is used
it to go on operating
officials at least. The rank and
since the U. S. Steel Corporation
man of the C. I. 0. was received expect from labor some intelligent could have exercised jurisdiction, within
the structure of •the A. F.
file see it and appreciate it, but for the purpose of killing an efhas been in existence, has been a
from your president, John Lewis, understanding of our work. The but we couldn't put through the
fective unity. It is not unity to
of L. that spirit which gave craft
that is the truth, nevertheless.
non-union balance. Here was an inchairman of our committee, recog- group that compose the C. 1. 0. program.
have three or three and one-half
unionism a control would be cast
"Now, then, with this continuing
dustrial feudalism, not kind by any
nizing the Importance of this group, started out, as I have said in other
million workers organized in Amer"In 1935 in Atlantic City at the aside and ultimately the program
means, but a ruthless, brutal feuda- record of organizational results, ica and to be
asked me to attend your conven- meetings since I came to this city,
satisfied with it and
A. F. of L. Convention the whole and policies of the C.I.O. would win
lism in which non-unionism was the with this going forward on the part to, obtain policies
tion. He also asked me to convey started out with the idea in mind of
that will prevent
Issue was again brought to the out, and so we were suspended for
rule, and even though it had been of the C.I.O., with this increasing enlarged labor
to you the greetings and fraternal having the American Federation of
movement; that is
fore. What was it about, this organ- that purpose, so that this group
of
membership
,
and
that
is
the
net
attempted in other years to pool
good wishes of the C. 1. 0. and its Labor adopt its policies, broaden its
not unity. It is not effective unity.
izing the workers? The crafts had could maintain its control.
the craft unions in a program of result of our activities, we have not Effective unity is
good will toward your work and program, so as to set in motion an
that which makes
One of two things remained that
made organization in certain fields,
organization none of them ever got only established two unions, but for an enlargemen
your movement on this coast. Even effective campaign of organization
t of the organizahad established gains, and for what- we could do. We could either subhave
increased the membership of
to first base when it came to estabthough he has been and is a busy of the workers in the mass productions of labor, and that is the kind
ever they have won that they have mit and say well, there is nothing
organized
labor.
There
are
more
lishing a union, and there were
man, as you can well understand, tion industries. We recognized that
of unity that we want, and it is a
bettered the conditions and the lot we can do about it. We made an
craft union leaders when we took workers organized today in Ameri- strange thing
he is not unmindful of events along labor, union labor, the three or
that thousands of
of their members, all due credit to attempt to have the A. F. of L.
up the 'task of organizing steel who ca than at any time before, and it workers employed
the western coast. In fact, he has three and one-half million of them
in the mass prothem, but they have no right to modify its programs and policies.
is
due
by and large to the fact
said, 'Well' this is the test. This is
followed your work in recent organized, were in jeopardy unless stand
duction industries instinctively fear
in the way of effective or- We could do that and withdraw or
that
there
was
a
fighting
force
with
the
test of the C.I.O. United States
SAN FRANCISCO
months and in recent years. He has we took up the job of organizing the ganization
the A. F. of L. Why? The A. F, of
work of other workers, we could assume the responsibiliSteel has never been organized and a clear and definite program and a L. is named as
conferred with such men as Lunde- workers in the basic industries. We and in doing that they
a
labor
force,
It
has
are acting ties that the times demanded of
it is not going to be in this case, will to go forward and take full a record of some
berg at different times when they believed from WI' experience, this
kind or other, but
contrary to the principles and any labor movement that was enand this will be the end of the advantage of its opportunities. That its record as far
have come east, and only recently, small group of progressives within spirit
as
the workers in
of labor unionism, because titled to try' to live. We could take
is the reason that we have this
Within the last ten days or so, also the labor movement within the A.F. what is the function of labor unions up the task of organizing the un- C.I.O.' There was a great deal of
increased
membership
, and many
chuckling in certain quarters over
talked with Brother Bridges of the of L., we believed that unless we of- anyway?
It is to organize, complete- organized. What for? To organize
what was to be the end of the C. of these members have been won
Longshore group hem on the west fered a type of organization capable ly organize
the workers in order these unorganized and give them
I.O. The C.I.O. took this dead cen- on the battlefield of struggle. Men
coast. I make mention of this that of matching wits and power and
to get the power to bargain with power that lies in organization, and
ter, this great obstacle to unionism, have died in this effort to win.
You may know that John L. Lewis force with the large industrialists employers.
WHERE TO EAT?
They organize not for to protect ourselves against being
and applied its resources and Strikes have taken place in many
understands something of what you we couldn't expect to organize the
an abstract principle or purpose, engulfed later on in the flood of
power, and the result was organi- industries, and suffering and sac- Day and Night
are doing, understands something basic industries.
but for concrete action to achieve non-unionism. You know in the ebb
zation of these workers, and follow- rifice was a part of it. In other
of purposes, enough so that he has
CRAFT UNIONS INADEQUATE results. Power is what we are after, and flow of union activity, you
MON1111011111.
/110
ing organization collective bargainbeen interested in conferring with
"Craft unions have been in the power to win a full measure of know there are times that come
ing established agreements, until
some of your leaders as well as fol- field for many,
many years. They gains in wages and working condi- when ever the strongest union is
now two-thirds of the workers are
lowing the work as best he can in had attempted
FOR THE BEST MEALS
in one way or an- tion is what we were after, and so pushed to one side by the condiorganized and covered by collective
the public press and in such comDAIRY • LUNCH
other to deal with the problem, but In the discussion in 1935 in the At- tions that control in non-union labargaining. It is true there are still
munications as come to him, and it had failed completely,
in good lantic City Convention it became bor. None of us are secure at all
some independents who have resuch labor journals as may deal years
•
and in bad years, and with very, very clear that the craft times and in all seasons, no matTogether
fused to come across as far as
with your problems, so there is a that record
of inadequacy as far as minded, shortsighted leadership ter how strong' a single uniori is,
agreements are concerned, but they
bond of understanding, there is a organizing
the basic industries was that controlled the policies of the if we don't have the support of
will give up. The breach has been
Uniformity of purpose, I believe, in concerned we believed
that the A. F. of L. were not willing to see organized labor and the conditions
made as far as the solid front of
What you are doing and what the
,
craft unions ought to recognize the industrial unions set up within the that go with it generally. And so
MARKET
this industry is concerned. It was
C. I. 0. has set out for itself to do
fact and agree to name number of basic industries, and here is the for two very potent reasons, that
made when we broke through the
"Now, there has been much said the basic industries where
we wanted to aid our fellows and
the in- reason why.
•
center of U. S. Steel. We are going
In the public press about the work
wanted
protect
to
ourselves
dustrial union type of organization
and
REASON
OBVIOUS
IS
to complete the job there just as
of the C. I. 0. The C. I. 0. is not a
might be tried and might *pick up
"The reason is pretty obvious. the conditions we had won, we we will complete the job in
autodestructive movement, although the job of unionization and the eswantorl
to take up the task of or14
It was obvious that if you organize
mobiles.
there are some people who would tablishmen
t of collective bargain- steel, a great non-union industry ganization. There was an interest
GIVES
TWO EXAMPLES
EMBARCADERO
Picture it in that light, some withing. We had no quarrel with craft basics in its effect upon the whole in labor for organization, and when
"I am citing these two as exin the labor movement, either
unionism where it was organized economic lifa of our country, you those demands were made upon us
/00% Union
amples of what the C.I.O. has done.
through shortsightedness or thru and where it established collective
there we gave such as we could.
organize a half million
For 20 Years
What has been done there has been
malice or misunderstanding, and bargaining. We were not
"One of the first problems was
interested and if you organize some threeaccomplished to a greater or lesser
they portray the C. I. 0. as a movein approaching the problem of for- quarters of a million in automobiles the automobile industry. The A. F.
degree in many other industries
ment designed to split labor. Such mal organization dogmaticall
Pler 30, S.F.
y from and subsidiary economic activities, of L. attempted in the beginning of
which are basic and affect the life
is not the case. We can expect, of some preconceive
the
new deal when labor was supd notion or theory. if these two great groups were orMeet Me at the
and conditions of the workers in
Boys!
course, from an unfriendly press We knew there was a job to do. We
ganized into industrial unions you posed to have a chance to go ahead this country. A great achievement
Misinterpretation of our aims and knew the workers had to be organand organize, and some of the obhave changed the political balance
structions, legislative and political, has been won. It is true we have
Embarcadere
of the whole labor movement, and
It is true that our
that had been in our way had been sound
Opposite Pier 42
GOOD FOOD
it was fear, shortsighted fear of
removed somewhat, there was a be- tactics were flexible, adaptible enmen who had won the right maybe
ough to meat the varying condi.114.11,0011111
100 Per Cent Union
ginning of the unionization and
to leadership in days gone by in
tions. It is also true that we had
there
had
been
number
a
local
of
which they were unacquainted and
PAUL NOYES, Prop.
the leadership in , the person of
1
unions organized among the autoto pit their wits and experience in
1
mobile
workers,
what
but
those
a new set-up in which the balance
had been changed, and so, stupidly workers needed was a powerful,
if you want to put it that way, in unifying force such as is conceived
1
some cases it was through short- in an industrial union. The A. F. of
San Francisco
MHO
sightedness and in others there was L. high command refused to give
it, and so disorganization took place
a determined refusal on the part
Between
UNION
among these said unions, and the
of the craft unions controlling the
Between Piers 28-30
A. F. of L. to give us the leeway to
organize these workers effectively,
•
Nor‘11.11rieerwireereporvripr
and so with the end of that convenEVERYBO
DY
KNOWS
tion we were confronted with a
9th & Market
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Craft Unions Inadequate
To Deal With Problem Of
Organizing Unorganized

.4

Convention of the A. F. of L. Ordered Work
That Lewis Is Doing; But Never a Move
On the Part of "Sleepy Willie" Green to
Follow the Will of the Delegates
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Aim Of Real Progressive
Sailor; Unity Is Essential
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(Continued from Page 9)
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SIGNS UP FIRST
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Dock Election
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:nland oatmen Agree To Compromise To Break Deadloc
COAST UNIONS START IMMEDIATE
BALLOT ON JOINING LEWIS GROUP Present

MAX WATSON
Vote Plan
STARTS THINGS
To Bring Peaceful MOVING IN NI.
Settlement To Row

(Continued from Page 1)
point of direct affiliation with that
Maritime Federation are sympathebody, and to fight against splitting
tic and desire affiliation to the C.
the organized labor movement,
1.0.
therefore be it
The following resolution was
"RESOLVED: That the Mariadopted:
"WHEREAS: The main issue time Federation convention go on
facing the Maritime Unions and the record as recommending that each
general labor movement today is organization affiliated to the Marithe question of the C.I.O. and the time Federation take a referendum
importance of the CIO. program ballot of their membership on the
being supported by all workers and matter of affiliating with the C.1.0.
as soon as possible according to
trade unionists, and
the rules of each organization, and
"WHEREAS: Joseph P. Ryan,
PORTLAND, June 11.-The convention of the Maritime
president of the I.L.A. has openly be it further
Federation of the Pacific moved forward rapidly today
declared himself as opposed to the "RESOLVED: That the MariC. I. 0. and in favor of using a time Federation convention make when the delegates assembled accepted the following
Part of the per capita tax paid by this question the first order of statement of the Inland Boatmen's Union, giving them a
the Pacific Coast District to the business in the convention to the vote of confidence:
International to finance the A. F. of exclusion of all secondary ques"The I. B. U. have given due consideration to the proL. fight against the C.I.O., and
tions and matters of secondary imposal of President Fischer, which would seat the I.B.U.
"WHEREAS: The Maritime un- portance in comparison-such as
ions of the Pacific Coast compris- jurisdictional disputes, etc., in the with 2 2-3 on an averaged paid per capita on 2000 meming the powerful Maritime Federa- interests of general unity in the bers for 2 months. For the Unity of the Convention and
tion of the Pacific Coast must defi- maritime industry and a unified to expedite the regular business, the delegation has voted
nitely move to support, in every move towards the C.I.O.
to accept the proposal of Brother Fischer as outlined
way possible, the policies and proThis resolution w a s adopted above." Signed by I.B.U. delegation.
gram of the C.I.O. evea to the unanimously by the convention
.
MEETING DEADLOCKED

PERFECT LOGIC
"What did you say to the man
just now?"
"I told him to hurry."
"What right have you to tell him
to hurry?"

"A DICTAPHONE IN EVERY ROOM
WITH A THIEF ON EVERY FLOOR"
NOTHING TOO GOOD FOR BRIDGE

"I pay him to hurry."
"How much do you pay him to
(Continued from Page 1)
M. C. and S. Agent In Seattle hurry?"
plots the employers should firs
"Four dollars a day."
the hotel manager. He did not
Takes Progressive
make certain they can trust th
"Where do you get the money?" choose to appear. He was busy
enAttitude
men they hire. In this instanc
"I sell products."
tertaining a guest or so it was said.
"Who
District
makes the products?"
Pr e s id en t Bridges An
An assistant did, however, come
SEATTLE, Wash., June 17.to the room. He was extremely others knew of the installation o
With the arrival of Max Watson, "He does."
"How many products does he nervous a n d hesitantly asked, the dictograph and the
newly elected agent for the Magroup re
make
a day?"
"Well, can you imagine? What is sponsible for it. And by the way
rine Cooks and Stewards here on
"Ten dollars worth."
that?" when he was shown the half- "Kernel" Sanborn, the Salinas co
June 1st, the organization im"Then instead of you paying HIM inch hole bored from the next room. ordinator was Seen in the lobby
mediately began a series of proo
gressive moves to force steamship he pays • YOU six dollars a day to It was explained that this was only the Multnomah Hotel. What hi
operators to live up to the letter stand around and tell HIM to a hole on the other end of which business is in Portland at this tim
hurry."
was a high-priced dictograph ma- was not ascertained.
of the agreement.
"Well, but I own the machines." chine, installed and operated with
When Brother Bridges found on
The first important step taken
"How did you get the machines?" the full knowledge of the manage- that a
dictograph bad been in
was forcing the American Mail
"I sold products and bought ment.
stalled "parties" and "meetings'
Line, a subsidiary of the Dollar
them."
This the assistant manager were arranged in his room and th
Line, to increase the manning scale
"Who made the products?"
waveringly denied and immediately whispering wires were kept hot.
with the addition of a janitor. The
"Shut up-HE might hear you." left to "tell the
The dictograph operators were rubcompany refused to recognize the
manager."
-From the "Foghorn," University
Another individual with a ner- bing their hands in glee, pattin
contention of the union that the
of California Frosh paper.
vous mustache and quivering each other on the back and in genagreement called for a janitor on
hands appeared and introduced eral having an hilarious time.
Class B ships, and the matter was
"At last, at last" they breathed,
referred to a Port Committee and stalled whereby it will be possible himself as the assistant to the
there it was deadlocked, but the for the agent to know the where- assistant manager and in a weak "we have 'RED' Harry nailed to
the spot."
deadlotk was broken when the op- abouts of any man registered at voice asked, "What is wrong in
The convention has been
here?"
erators received advices from San the Seattle branch.
OLD MODESTO TRICK
Realizing the important part
locked one whole day, when tdheea
Francisco that the agreement callHe was quickly informed what
The members of organized labor
dI..°.ALASKA
B. U, read into the record a stateed for a janitor for Class B ships played by publicity in the Mari- the trouble was and then he was
are well aware to what extent the
ment which convinced the majorand that the American Mail Line time Strike of 1936-37, the Seattle politely asked, to open the room
employers and the industrial Inter.
vessels operating to the Orient Branch of the M. C. & S. decided next door.
ity of delegates that the I. B. U.
eats are prepared to frame the
were classified as Class B vehicles. that it would be a good policy to
was cooperating to the fullest ex"Whoever the occupant of the leaders of the workers. The
Mocarry on with this work and elected
ST. PAUL, June 16 (FP).-Elmer sands listened in on their radios at tent to complete the preliminary
other room may be," Assistant desto Case and King, Ramsay
OVERTIME BEEFS
and
Geoffry
Brown
and
Iry
Dvorin
to
A. Benson, Farmer-Labor governor home. "This heavy tax load is mak- work so that major questions could
Manager W. J. Hoffman replied, Connors stand as a living symbol,
Questions of overtime on ninny
serve them in this office. It is the
be considered.
of Minnesota, again went before the ing it increasingly
"he is entitled to just as much of the depravity to which the
vessels were taken up and settled
difficult for peoemhope that headquarters and other
state legislature to urge passage of ple to own their homes and their
In the matter of allocation of Seattle M. C. and S. Move In to the advantage of the union. In
privacy as Mr. Bridges and I can ploying class will descend. In the
branches
will
follow
the
lead
set
a tax program based on ability to farms."
On Violators of
not open the door."
votes, the delegation of the I. B. U.
King ease, framed dictograph eviorder to avoid further disputes on
at Seattle and bring to the attenpay.
wishes to state that they did not
Rules
dence was on file but the prosecuovertime matters, the men have
A WEE BIT NERVOUS
FARM TENANCY
tion of the public important facts
accept the two majority reports of
been instructed to have the head
'rile assistant manager while tion did not dare use it. However
The extra session, expected to
Only the wealthy will be able to
concerning conditions aboard ships
SEATTLE, Wash., June 17.the
credential
s
committee
last four weeks, was made neces- afford the luxury of owning a home,
of the department, or the master if
because
stating his position had to sit on organized labor must stand preand showing the public a few of
sary by the reactionary senate's he went on. "Farm tenancy in Min- the report provided that the voting Despite agreements signed Febru- the vessel is a freighter, authorize
the bed for support. He was too pared to smash before hand any
the instances where the operators
power
brought
to
ary
4th,
the convention by
nervous and shaky to remain stand- attempt to frame any of their honwhich included improved the overtime by signing an overrefusal last spring to approve an nesota is approaching the 50 per
are breaking their agreement with
the I. B. U. was to be grouped with s a n it a ry
est and militant leaders, by the
ing.
time
slip.
In
this
manner,
adequate program of taxation which cent mark."
there
conditions and living
the unions.
the I. S. U. groups and then allotted
scurrilous methods of dictograph
would lighten the heavy burden now
When
it
became
evident
The address demanded that the
that
the
quarters aboard ships for their can be no further cause for these
It was again called to the attenand framed evidence.
overtime disputes which are taking
Imposed upon farms and homes, state budget be balanced, but that on the basis of the entire membertion of the members that drunken- hotel management would do nothcrews, it has been called to the
up so much of the agent's time.
and place a more equitable share at the same time all social obliga- ship of the I. S. U. This would cut
ing
The frame-up Kings and Jacks
the
police
were
called
They
ness
on the job will not be tolerthe votes of the I. B. U. down to attention of the Cooks and StewA new set of shipping rules was
Upon profits and wealth.
tions which the state owes its citiated by the organization, and all were asked If it was a criminal of- took a set-back in Portland.
a small fraction of the total number aids Union that many vessels en- Introduced and adopted by the
zens be met in full. At the same
BELL APPROVED
men will be severely disciplined fense or basis for criminal action
of votes brought in-this the aele- gaged in the Alaska trade
The
have membership with the exception of by the union when found guilty of to install dictographs in hotel
Farmer-Labor
controlled time he made a special appeal to
MINE LETDOWN
gation consistently refused to acthree features which were susrooms.
failed to remedy this fault.
house promptly responded to the "honest conservatives" to consider
such charges.
cept. The ruling of the chair was
WILSONVI
LLE, Ill. (FP)-The
pended
until
the
entire
membershi
p
"Why it most certainly is" the
purpose for which the special ses- the administration tax proposals
In shipping the crew for the S.
that the I. B. U. were entitled to
sitdown in a shaft of No. 4 mine of
CORDOVA REPORT
shall have an opportunity to vote
sion was called by approving with upon their merits.
S. Dorothy Alexander, which will dick replied. "Just where is this
their proportion of the votes they
the Superior Coal Co. developed
At the last regular meeting of on them. The issues in question be operated
but one dissenting vote the adminRepresentative Roy Wier, secrethis year by the Alas- going on?" He was told to come
brought in to the convention, which the
some aspects of a contest between
Cooks and Stewards a report will be put on a ballot and voting ka S. S. Co., the union furnished over to the Multnomah and see
istration bill to exempt small farm tary of the Minneapolis Central
the I. B. U. delegation unanimously was
the American Federation of Labor
made concerning the S.S. Cor- will continue for three weeks.
and city homes from state realty Labor Union, has introduced a labor
the telephone operators, but as yet for himself. He said he would.
and the Committee for Industrial
voted to accept; after retiring from dova,
REGISTRATION SYSTEM
which had no lockers for crew
About ten minutes later the
levies. The conservative senate re- relations bill said to be an imthey have not been called on to
the convention floor to make this members
The
system of registration now supply bellboys. However, under phone rang again and the detective Organization, as the Progressive
and, no shower baths for
sumed its tactics of sitting idly by, provement over the federal act. It
Miners of America executive board,
critical decision,
the stewards department. A corn- In effect at San Francisco was Section 4 of the Agreement
refusing to act. The bill would Incorporates the best provisions of
, the informed Mr. Bridges that upon now chartered by
the A. F. of L.,
PROTECT
RIGHTS
adopted
in Seattle and the change union will demand that these jobs second thought that he didn't know
mittee immediately elected to inbring tax relief to nearly one-third the new Wisconsin and Pennsyloutlawed the action and CIO.
Earlier
in
the
day
when
made.
the
crux
of the state's homeowners.
A
vestigate
what
filing
he
system
could
this
do
was
about
init.
matter,
With
shall
vania measures and provides for a
found the rebe filled from the union hall.
groups offered suport. The strike
these short remarks the Portland
Two proposals of the governor's three-man board, appointed by the of the situation was tense, the I. port true.
••••••% 1••••••••••••••••••• ••••••
began May 20 with a demand for
••••••
•••
The committee immediately went
tax program also received house governor, with power to act in B. U. delegation moved to protect
Police Department closed the inciimmediate sharing of work.
their
rights
amicably
by
reading into action and reported the matter
dent.
approval and went to the senate. labor disputes. The right of collecinto the record a statement of their to the local steamboat
These increase gross earnings tive bargaining is guaranteed.
REAL HOTEL SERVICE
inspector's
qualified position which ultimately office, but found to their
taxes upon sleeping car, express,
This is an example of the priMUSSOLINI PLOT
astonishled to the suggestion of the chair ment that Secretary of
freight and telephone companies to
vacy a guest receives in Portland's
SCOTTSBORO CASE
Commerce
PARIS (FP)-Proof that MussoYield nearly half a million dollars
largest hotel. When tri ck e r y, lini plotted with Spanish Fascists
MONTGOMERY, Ala. (FP)-The and the speedy settlement which Roper had granted the steamship
to make up for revenue losses from Scottsboro case came before the ensued.
operators permission to operate
thievery and whispering wires are for the July insurrection is conThe delegation of the Inlandboat- their vessels for the season withhome exemption and other tax re- Alabama Supreme Court for the
uncovered the manager replied tained in the French Socialist
lief measures.
thusly:
third time as Clarence L. Watts, men's Union desire at this time to out improving the crew quarters
paper, Le Soir, which published a
"I need not tell you Of the tre- defense council, asked that the 75- make the following statement for and renovating the sanitary facili"I should like to make it plain sensational document drawn
up
ties, flagrantly flouting the law
that in the opinion of the man- March 31, 1934. It is signed by,
It:tendons tax load which the owner year sentence against Haywood the record:
g
ov
erning crew accommodations.
of real property is bearing today," Patterson be set aside. Cases of the
agement Mr. Bridges' charges are Mussolini, Balbo and two Spanish
"Believing that the welfare of the
It was pointed out to the inBenson told the legislators as the eight other defendants were set for entire Maritime Federation is parautterly without foundation. In order officers, Emilio Barrera and Rasession got under way, while thou- July.
to have obtained the room adjoin- faelo Joaval. It a li an Fascists
mount to the particular interest of spector that the men would be
ing his by design, it would be guaranteed their Spanish colleagany fraction of the Federation; and forced to work the entire trip withnecessary for the 'guest to request ties 20,000 rifles, large quantities
inasmuch as the present question out having an opportunity of takof
it. No such request was made in hand grenades and munitions,
on the floor is subordinate to other ing a bath and he was asked if he
and
would
like to have a waiter serve
this instance."
questions which should be placed
1,500,000 pesetas for the 'naturesH. VAN HEEDRAN
DAVE TEMPLE
In carrying out industrial spying Um].
before this body as soon as pos- him who reeked of perspiratio
4.
sible, we, the entire delegation of He replied in the negative, till
the I. B. U. for the purpose of ex- stated that he was powerless to
pediting the main work of the con- act in the face of written instrucvention,
which is: (1) C. I. 0. af- tions given him by Secretary RoBETWEEN 22nd and 23rd
Regular Dinners - Short Orders
filiation; (2) establishment of per.
4.
UNITY among the seafaring unions
LAKIN! NEXT
DINER
of the East and West coasts, move
Open All Night. Established 1900
Another v e s sel with almost
For a Quarter of a Century
Budweiser
that the final disposition of allotOn Draught
I
184 Third St., S. F.
equally bad conditions is the S.
We Have Featured
S.
ment of votes to the I. B. U. be Lakin',
100%
Union.
KEarney 5233
3rd and Berry Street
and nothing can be done
referred to the Constitution Com- by
the organization to remedy this
mittee which will not be requested
th
and
El
matter.
for a report on this question until
THE STORE WITH A
It is believed that the U. S. Pubit is given thorough consideration, lic
1005 UNION RECORD
UNION.MADE WORK CLOTHES
Health Service is in the same •
and in any case to be held off the
position as the Steamboat InManufactured in San Francisco
Fine Foods and Liquors
floor of this convention until the
spector's office. However, an at147 Styles of Gloves
aforementioned questions have been
34 Third St.
tempt will be made by Max Watson,
properly completed by the convenPhone GArfield 0541
Cooks' and Stewards Agent at Seat2786 Mission St., near 24th St.
tion; in the meantime the I. B. U.
PAT HALLORAN'S PLACE
tle to have the U. S. P. H. S.
inMission Merchants' Stamps Given and Redeemed
delegation be permitted to be revestigate this matter and have concorded "YES" or "NO" on each
Clothing • Hats Furnishings
ditions improved.
144+44+
+++++++
++++++4
444++++
+++++++
++++++++++•:•++ roll call vote and after the appor:
CORNER
Members of the Stewards Union
tionment of votes has been settled;
MISSION AT THIRD
FOR EVIRV "7:
are highly incensed at this underCOFFEE SHOP
in those cases where the votes of
4. El
El
handed method employed by the
GOOD FOOD-LOW PRICES
the I. B. U. would alter the decision,
steamship operators to break their
100 Per Cent Union
the Secretary of the Convention
signed agreement. Expressions of
106 THIRD STREET
hall stand instructed to make
condemnation at the action of the
Breakfast-Lunch-Dinners
011%.
those corrections in the record.
Secretary of Commerce in permit
Beer, Wines & Liquors
Signed by: E. V. Dennett, Frank
ting the companies to operate theii
ROOMS and BOARD
Jones, James R. Maskoll, C. A.
REX
vessels without improving crew
At Petrero Ave.
Cameron, E. A. Stillings, Paul R.
3rd and Bryant
quarters and sanitary conditions
S. F.
+++++44444+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ Benson, R. A. Hickox, C. Foster.
were made by the members, and a
SCANDINAVIAN SPECIALTIES
a
DRAMATIC MOVE
•esolution to this effect will be for- •
238 Third Street
The I. L. A. Florist
The I. B. U. delegation made warded to President Roosevelt ask••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••
Between Howard and Folsom
We Mix 'EM The
••••••••%••••
100%
Union
their
dramatic
move early in the ng him to intercede in this matter. .5.11111.m.emiroom
BARNYARD CAVERN
10 W
Way You Want Them
amellileialleemisomoN
A
World War Veteran
afternoon session; after which vot•
WE KEEP UP THE OLD-FASHIONED IDEALS OF
Music- Entertainment
i
strengths
ing
1
were apportioned and
FRIENDSHIP AND INTEGRITY
FOOD YOU LIKE...
B. P. LAGRAVE
707 MISSION ST.
committee appointments were rend
at NEAL O'BOYLE'S
(At Third St.)
i
:
and accepted by the convention im2081 Mission St. mediately. The regular order of
DRINKS : LUNCH
t RUMMY
++++++++++++++++++++++ 1 Phones: UN. 2234; MA. 9202
business then proceeded through
276 THIRD STREET 1
4004 Third Street
Service
With
Smile
a
i
$
the reading of communications.
San Francisco
San Francisco
7.
1
• 2284 Mission, near 19th
Although the I. B. U. have been
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te,;a
04•111.0
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Sunny, Clean Rooms
”••••••
•••••••
in the Maritime Federation of Pa••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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O. BYE
W. MULLANE
Shower Baths
4
cific on a coastwise basis only two
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+
Union
-Meet
Rate $3, $4.50 per Week
your friends at the Marine Cafe
months, they have been a member
*
1
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•
+
Transients, 75c Nite
LUNCH and BAR-PACKAGE GOODS
of three local district councils for
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San Francisco
4.
over a year, which unofficially gave
1
: MIKE RADO'S
100,0 UNION 3:
them membership on a coastwise
Beer-Wine-Liquors
.t. 759 Third St.
401 Castro, Cor. 17th
Opposite S. P. Depot .1
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.
basis.
4.
4. 44.•••• Make the MARINE HOTEL your home
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Welfare of Federation Put Before Personal
Desires; Membership In Councils Gave
I. B. U. Membership On a Coastwise Basis
For More Than a Year

GOVERNOR BENSON IN MOVE
TO HELP HOME OWNERS

TRADE
VESSELS FAIL
TO END ABUSE

LOOK for the GLOVE SIGN
For Everything In

Union Made and Union Label

MEN'S WEARi
•

MISSION, S. F.

Work
Clothes

DAVE'S 5 and 10

THIRD STREET,S. F.

2631 MISSION ST.

Dress
Clothing

MAX'S

CAN'T BUST 'EM

Neckwear

POLLAAD'S

Hosiery

UNION GOODS

Shoes

ROCHESTER
CLOTHING CO.

Men's Union Wear
Hats
.61.046
„post'
Sc s▪ ewn
Underwear
"Max's Gloves Fit and Wear;
We Make a Friend With Every Pair."

4. LYDON'S CAR-TRUCK
SERVICE
Oil
Gas
I
100% UNION
"Look for the Red Pumps"
ARMY and BAYSHORE

LOG CABIN CAFE

SUNSHINE

Pederson's Tavern

130 THIRD ST.

DELICATESSEN

SAN FRANCISCO

MARIE'S

Otto's Florist

rWin. Bruce Hotel ti

THE KENTUCKY

6

$:t

Twin Peaks
Tavern

T.

JIM and TOM'S

Shirts

BOSS OF THE ROAD

I

Chicago Cafe & Bar

WATERFRONT
BUFFET
34

62 Third Street

San Francisco

t

I

j

OLD
GLORY
CLUB

IT

.
1...-------....
1
1
1
TAVERN

!

OLD CORNER

41) MARINE CAFE
286 THIRD STREET
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S. F. Bargeman Writes His L M. U. ACTS TO SHIPS ONLY Oakland Forms C. I. O. Labor
EAST COAST SAILOR ABOARD
ter Due Soon
cil;
Char
Coun
Experiences Getting Into
ALL INTERCOASTAL VESSELS
Spain To Fight Fascists

"If we
sea for centuries," he said.
SAN FRANCISCO, June 16.—The.
like it, we like it and are satisfik
National Maritime Union can no
with what we get. It may not be
longer allow West Coast men to
very good but we know before WE
ship on East Coast intercokstal ves- CmSVICTIMS
sign on what we can expect. WE
sels because of alleged jurisdictiondon't expect no bed of roses. WE
al raids, it was announced today.
know the hardships of the sea. We
OAKLAND, June 1.6.—Fifty-four delegates from pro- know the Americans get better pay,
The announcement came in a letgressive unions set up the West Coast's second CIO labor work under better conditions, get
ter to Joe Curran, NMU organizer,
council Tuesday night. A charter is expected.
from the NMU in New York.
better food. But we keep right on
SAN FRANCISCO, June 16.—Two letters from Carl
Both CIO and AFL unions seated delegates in the i.
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